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Task Force on the Allied Health Professions VlilC;:!'

RECOMMENDATIONS /' ~
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The Task Force on the Allied Health f,.rof~ssionsrecommends the following organizational structures in
priority order, for fi e rogr~~ysical therapy, occupational therapy, mortuary science, medical
technology, an health in~~) currently located within the Medical School:

1. A school or college initially encompassing the five existing allied health professions, with
a dean reporting to the senior vice president for the Health Sciences, and five departments
organized within the school or college. Other programs from within the Medical School
and the wider University community can be added as appropriate.

2. An "institute" of these five programs located within the Academic Health Center, with a
director reporting to the senior vice president for the Health Sciences and "departments"
created, to include tenured and tenure-track faculty.

Introduction

On April 22, 1997, Dr. Frank Cerra, Provost for the Academic Health Center, formed a Task Force to
develop a strategic plan to "better structure and deliver these important (Allied Health) programs."
Dr. Cerra noted the importance of the following professions within the AHC:

• Physical Therapy
• Occupational Therapy
• Mortuary Science
• Medical Technology
---Health-InformaHes··
• Dental Hygiene

In a subsequent meeting, Dr. Cerra reaffirmed their value and that the current administrative structure
for these programs "probably was not working" (5/20/97). The charges to the Task Force, therefore,
were to:

• identify allied health programs currently available at the University and in the
community;

• identify current accreditation and degree-granting requirements for University programs
and projected changes in accreditation, degree-granting and registration/licensing
requirements nationally;

• assess the contributions of the allied health programs to the AHC's education and research
missions; identify what changes are needed to enhance the programs' effectiveness;

• examine alternative organizational structures in the AHC to enhance effectiveness;
examine potential partnerships with other programs in the community; and

• prepare a report with specific prioritized recommendations by August 1, 1997.

Dr. Cerra further identified individuals to be part of the Task Force. They are primarily allied
health program directors, and AHC administrators whose names and affiliations are found at the
conclusion of this report.
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History

The programs in allied health enjoy an enviable history within the University. The following
represents their years of inception:

• Physical Therapy 1941
• Occupational Therapy 1946
• Mortuary Science 1908
• Medical Technology 1922
• Health Informatics 1971
• Dental Hygiene 1919

Together, they have accumulated 377 years of service to the AHC and to the state of Minnesota.

Within the University AHC/Medical School, these programs have not always been granted the
visibility nor the support they have been awarded nationally. All rank among the top ten in the
nation, often within the top five. However, when budget cuts have occurred, these programs have been
served a disappropriate cut even though each of them serves a critical and unduplicated role in the
infrastructure of health care in the state of Minnesota. Moreover, their very viability has been
threatened. For example, in mortuary science, discontinuation was recommended by the Commitment to
Focus Report (1986); in occupational therapy--discontinuation was advised by the Dean of the Medical
School (1991); in medical technology, clinical laboratory science, and health informatics--proposed
program cuts threatened closure in 1997, and these threats continue today.

Other Concerns

In addition to program viability and visibility, the five professions within the Medical School are
programs within departments, whose heads are specialty physicians and whose primary concerns may
be with other matters. Typically, these allied health programs have had no one to represent them to
higher administration, particularly with regard to planning, budgets, space, staff support, or new
program develop~ent.

With a new budgeting process being implemented at the University (IMG) --in which 75 percent of
tuition generated will be returned to the college (school)--it is of concern to these program directors that
the Medical School and not the allied health programs themselves, will again receive future tuition
revenues from our programs. This is what is occurring in the current AHC/Medical School arrangement:
tuition monies from allied health students have been apportioned to various layers of the bureaucracy,
rather than to the programs themselves. If this continues in IMG, the Medical School will receive
considerable allied health student tuition dollars, before passing a reduced portion of those revenues
through to the programs providing the course work.

,

When one considers finances, Appendix A shows that the Medical School had one-year expenditures of
$274 million as of June 30, 1996. The five allied health programs within the Medical School had
expenditures of only $2.7 million, or less than one percent of the Medical School's budget. But with 317
students, these five programs represented 12% of the Medical School student population. Should any of
the allied health programs be forced to close because of an administrative decision to redirect funds,
these funds would have minimal impact on overall AHC finances. However, any programmatic cut
leading to closure would have a critical impact on health care delivery to the residents of the state of
Minnesota.

In the past ten years, faculty members from allied health have declined in numbers and other
programmatic cuts have affected faculty/staff productivity, as well as morale. It is evident that
within the Medical School, these five allied health programs have not received support in proportion
to the value they bring to the AHC as well as to the state.

AHC Task Force Report 2
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I. Allied Health Programs at the University and in the Community

Importance to the Academic Health Center and State of Minnesota

The six allied health programs within the AHC serve a critical need within the University as
well as for the citizens of Minnesota. They are the only public-supported baccalaureate or
higher level programs of their kind in the state and fulfill the land-grant mission of the
University. While several private schools offer similar programs [e.g., College of St.
Scholastica in Duluth (MT, OT, PT), the College of St. Catherine in St. Paul (OT) or Mayo
Foundation (PT)], it is only the University of Minnesota that offers these programs on a public
basis to its residents.

Likewise, only the University-based programs have a research mission in this state. These
five programs wish to remain within the AHC structure for a number of reasons:

• the excellence of basic science courses offered by AHC faculty, especially in anatomy,
biochemistry, microbiology, physiology, and pathology;

• strength of the Biomedical Library and corollary services offered within Diehl Hall;
• opportunity for collaborative research within the AHC;
• access to patients and clinical materials/information;
• opportunity to share resources with colleagues and staff of the AHC.

These programs are not duplicated within the state college system of Minnesota. Most
graduates of U of MN programs remain in the state, enhancing the health of its citizens in a
variety of health care and educational settings. Shortages of graduates have been documented
over the past several years and are expected to continue with the graying of our population and
the retirement of practitioners.

Inclusion within the Medical School Mission Statement

The programs are included within the Mission Statement of the U of MN Medical School as
quoted below.

The mission of the Medical School is to be a leader in enhancing the health of
people through education, biomedical research, and clinical programs. (1997)

These programs also adhere to the Goals of the Medical School; to

provide undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate, professional, and educational
programs of the highest quality and relevance in order to attract outstanding
faculty and to develop top students.

A New Administratiye Structure

It is apparent now, however, that a new structure, located within the AHC can provide exciting
opportunities for programmatic growth, the addition of other similar units within the
University to this allied health structure, and the sharing of resources to effect leadership,
focus and efficiencies in administration, research, service, and teaching. Such a structure can
cultivate and~ excellence in all activities important to the AHC.
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Current Allied Health Programs Located within the AHC

The addenda to this report provide information regarding the current allied health programs
available at the University and in the community. Specifically, Appendix B lists programs
within the AHC and University (Twin CitieS Campus) that might be considered within a
reorganized structure, including current programs in CLA, Human Ecology, and University
College. From Appendix B, current programs, degrees granted, administrative unit, numbers of
students and faculty (1996-97) are abstracted below. These also include dental hygiene, located
within the School of Dentistry.

Program Degree Granted School Student Numbers Faculty Numbers

Physical Therapy BS/MS Medical (PM & R) 58 undergrad 7
15 grad

Occupational Therapy MS (as of 1997) Medical (PM & R) 65 6

Mortuary Science BS Medical (CB) 70 3

MedTech/Clin Lab Sci BS/MS Medical (LaMP) 75 6

Health Informatics MS/PhD Medical (LaMP) 34 4

Dental Hygiene BS Dental· (Prev Sci) 86 10

Total 403 36

Budget Considerations

Appendix C lists budget projections and performance for the six programs. These programs are
very cost-effective. Total discretionary income is $2.5 million and all income is $3.9 million.
Thus, these six programs currently command only about $600,000 in state or ICR dollars. Total
expenses are $3.3 million. The six programs earn a profit of $600,000 when all income and
expenses are considered.

II. Accreditation/Degree Granting Requirements

A. Current accreditation is via the accrediting agency for each of the professions listed below.

Profession Accredited by Accred. Period

Physical Therapy
Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy

8 years
Education

Occupational Therapy
Accreditation Council of Occupational Therapy

7 years
Education

Mortuary Science American Board of Funeral Service Education 7 years

Medical Technology
National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory

7 years
Sciences

Health Informatics NA NA

Dental Hygiene
Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American

7 years
Dental Association
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Directors of four of the professions listed above believe there will be no significant changes in
accreditation requirements in the next several years. However, several of the program
directors voiced concerns whether professional accreditation might be compromised in the
future for those professions lacking sufficient faculty, staff support, equipment, and space.

B. Degree granting requirements of the University should not affect the programs except in the
change from the quarter to semester system in 1999.

C. Nationally, graduates of these programs are licensed or certified (registered) in the
following manner:

• Physical Therapy: via state registration with the Minnesota Department of Health.

• Occupational Therapy: national certification via the National Board for Certification
in Occupational Therapy and state registration via the Minnesota Department of
Health.

• Mortuary Science: licensed via the Minnesota Department of Health, mortuary science
unit.

• Medical Technology: national certification via the National Credentialling Agency
for Medical Laboratory Personnel (NCA) or the Board of Registry of the American
Society for Clinical Pathology. There is state licensure within 11 states, including
individual licensure exams in California, Tennessee, and Florida.

• Health Informatics: no licensure/certification exam requirements.

• Dental Hygiene: licensed by the Minnesota State Board of Dentistry.

III. Contributions of the Allied Health Programs to the AHC's Education and Research Missions

All six programs contribute significantly to the AHC's missions in education--in graduating
highly competent practitioners who are readily employed within the state. These graduates
contribute to the health and well-being of our citizens--by working in various health teams in
disease detection, diagnosis and prevention; in rehabilitation; and in areas concerning death
and dying.

Programmatic contributions are explained in considerable detail in the supporting
documentation to this report. However, the following synopsis highlights each program.

Education

Physical Therapy (M.S.)
• Gourman rating: 3 of 75 national physical therapy programs
• Demand: traditionally over 300 applications have been received for 30 acceptances at the

UofMN
• Average GPA of entering class: 3.5
• Average GRE of entering class: 1723
• Graduation rate: >95%
• Passing of licensure exam: >95%
• Graduates' employment: 100%
• Faculty publications: 85 by 7 faculty (cumulative)
• Faculty professional service: considerable (local to national)
• Money Magazine: ranked PT #1 in employment opportunities in 1996

AHC Task Force Report
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Occupational Therapy (M.S. in 1997)
• Gounnan rating: 5 of 96 national occupational therapy programs
• Average GPA of entering class: 3.5
• Graduation rate: 97%, on time
• Passing of certification exam: >99%
• Graduates' employment: 100%
• Faculty professional service: all involved--considerable service provided
• Faculty research: 57 publications and 6 professional videos by 4 faculty members
• Shared course work with physical therapy--five classes

Mortuary Science (B.S.)
• Rating: 1 of top 3 in the nation. A leader in standard setting
• Only mortuary science program in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, and

Nebraska. (There is one technical mortuary science program in Wisconsin, located at the
Milwaukee Area Technical Institute.)

• Program provides 85-90% of Minnesota licensed funeral home directors. There are 505 MN
funeral establishments

• Program has considerable political clout with state funeral directors, especially in terms of
bequests and eye enucleation (the latter for the Lion's Eye Bank)

• Program provides embalming services for cadavers used for gross anatomy for medical,
dental, OT, PT, and other students

• Tuition generated greatly exceeds expenditures. See appendix C

Medical Technology (B.S.) and Clinical Laboratory Science (M.S.)
• Ranks among top 3 of 355 medical technology programs in the nation
• Ranks 2nd of 114 national MT B.S. programs in scholarly activities among research

universities
• Only MT program in the nation with an endowed professorship
• Entering class GPA: 3.1 for MT, 3.3 for CLS
• Provides one-half of all new medical technologists in the state
• Certification scores: 95% pass rate for MT graduates
• Minority enrollment: > one-third for B.S. program
• Faculty are actively involved in research, ($205,000 direct costs in 1995-96) with 72

publications, oral presentations, computer programs during that year alone.

• M.S. program: CLS graduates are eminently successful in entering industry and in subsequent
completion of PhD IMD programs

Health Informatics (M.S., Ph.D. and Post-doctoral Levels)
• One of top three programs in an expanding health infonnatics environment
• No other graduate program in infonnatics in Minnesota
• 34 graduate students currently enrolled
• National Library of Medicine training grant support for past 25 years: $500,000 annually
• Extensive research collaborations within and outside the University
• Grants and tuition far outweigh expenditures. See appendix C
• Graduates find excellent jobs in academia and health care institutions
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Dental Hygiene (B.S.)
• Ranks among top 5 programs in U.S.
• Only baccalaureate level dental hygiene program in Minnesota
• Entering class GPA: 3.3
• National/regional board passing rates: >97%
• 100% placement of graduates within one month of graduation
• Excellent cooperative teaching efforts with dental school faculty
• Increased research activities of faculty
• Recent implementation of a degree completion program; possible initiation of a graduate

degree program in dental hygiene.

Research

Research activities vary by profession, and again are chronicled in supporting documentation.

Changes needed to enhance the programs' effectiveness:

It is apparent that while the five programs within the Medical School have not been well
supported, especially in the last decade, the dental hygiene program, located within the
Dental School, has a very rich alliance with dentistry. Indeed, the program director of dental
hygiene, while supportive of being a participant in various allied health initiatives, has
suggested that the dental hygiene program remain within the School of Dentistry and not
restructured within a different unit.

Nevertheless, the five professions within the Medical School considered several
organizational structures to enhance their identity, visibility, effectiveness, and growth.

IV. Structures to Consider

Task Force members have reviewed a number of organizational structures. Two of these follow,
with three additional structures listed and analyzed in Appendix D. Pros and cons of each unit
are described using the following criteria:

• access to funds generated by the programs
• reporting mechanisms
• infrastructure
• visibility and identity
• access to the senior vice president for the health sciences for matters such as planning and

decision-making
• a structure that supports and facilitates collaboration
• opportunities for growth
• potential to truly excel
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1) SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STRUCTURE ENCOMPASSING THE ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONS.

This is the preferred model.

This organizational structure would involve a separate college or school, with its own dean,
reporting to the senior vice president for the Health Sciences. The organizational structure
would be lean, possibly including only a dean, a financial officer, and an academic affairs
administrator. Comparable models: The Ohio State University School of Allied Medical
Professic:ls with 9 programs, or the Mayo School of Health Related Sciences with 16 programs.

Pros Cons

• Increases leadership, identity, visibility, • Represents a change from the present
and stature within the AHC, among the structure.
public, potential students and faculty.

• Access to the senior VP for decisions • Movement from several established Medical
including planning, budgeting, space,... School departments, e.g., LaMP, PM & R,

CBN.

• Strength in numbers. • Potential loss of prestige as might be
associated with a Medical School structure.

• Possible synergies effected by the "whole is • If a future financial AHC "exigency"
greater than the sum of its parts." occurred, an entire school could be eliminated,

like the Waseca campus.

• Potentiates increased revenues through • Requires a new administrative structure.
!MG. Student tuition not siphoned to other
Medical School bureaucratic lavers.

• Enhances the stability of the AH programs, • Potential separation of some faculty from
especially in faculty and staff support. research colleagues within the Medical

School.

• Enpands possibilities for growth of
individual professional programs.

• Achieves greater equality for all
professions within the AHC.

• Programs can become departments (giving
more prestige and improved administrative
efficiency) .

• Encourages interdisciplinary activities and
team building.

• Increases the ability to manage and share
resources, including staff support, e.g., a
common financial staff member.

• Provides shared pedagogy, e.g., OT and PT,
or health informatics and medical
technology.

AHC Task Force Report
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2) AN "INSTITUTE" OF HEALTH SCIENCES WITHIN THE AHC. SIMILAR TO MODEL 1
OF THE PROGRAM AND INTER-DISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS (PIDP).

This is the structure proposed as an intennediate step to the ultimate fonnation of a college or
school within the AHC. The Task Force recommends the school or college structure be
implemented within two years.

Current example: Biomedical Engineering Institute of the University of Minnesota. The
category 1 PIDP has the ability to grant tenure and provide infrastructure to support faculty.

Pros Cons

• Strength in numbers. • Less visibility or identity than a
school!colleg;e.

• Potential synerg;ies, • Different structure from the present.

• IMG tuition revenues generated from the • Potential loss of prestige as might be
prog;rams g;o to the institute. associated with a Medical School structure.

• Tenure lines within the institute. • If a financial exigency occurred, the entire
institute could be eliminated.

• Within the AHC, there are grants • Potential separation of some faculty from
available for establishing such institutes. research colleagues within the Medical

School.

• Ex: Within BMEI: two deans have put in • Lack of clarity for a structure of an institute.
money, and $10.5 million in endowments has
been raised. Could this happen with AH?

• Director of institute reports to senior vice • Potential problems with P & T decisions.
president for Health Sciences.

• Better financial stability than current
model.

• Prog;rams could become departments.

• Greater visibility, identity, and stability
than in current structure.

Considerations/Questions

Within these models, a number of questions also need to be answered:

• Funding--start-up and long term? What is the commitment of the AHC and for how long?
• How will budgeting in a new structure occur?
• How will the structure unfold, e.g., reporting mechanisms?
• How can other allied health programs, such as cardiovascular perfusion, be added?
• Indirect Cost Recovery--how will this be accomplished?
• Addition of faculty / staff--how will this be brought about?
• What will be the funding for graduate students in terms of RA/TA support?

AHC Task Force Report
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Partnering with Other Programs in the State/Nation

These programs all have formal and informal partnerships with myriad health
care/educational organizations within and outside the state. Most recently, medical
technology was awarded a $100,000 (three-years total) Allied Health Special Projects grant
from HHS to work with programs in the Rochester area (e.g., UC/RCTC) to help medical
laboratory technicians gain the baccalaureate degree. This will be accomplished largely
through distance learning. The grant begins September 1,1997.

Partnering with Other Programs in the University

Appendix B lists at least four other programs on the Twin Cities Campus that could potentially
join an AHC unit. Currently, cardiovascular perfusion and music therapy have shown
considerable interest in this endeavor.

CONCLUSIONS

Five allied health programs within the Medical School currently contribute to the mission of
the AHC, the Medical School, and the University of Minnesota. They also contribute to the
health and well-being of the citizens of Minnesota. They are not duplicated elsewhere in the
state college system. Through this report, a proposed reorganization of their units follows:

• A formal school or college within the AHC encompassing the allied health units; or
• An institute within the AHC.

The two structures recommended by this Task Force represent an exciting endeavor for the AHC and
these professions. Appropriate reorganization will:

• recognize the importance of these programs through improved infrastructure,
communications, planning, and budgeting;

• develop a new and viable base to enhance these programs' contributions to the health of
residents of the state;

• strengthen and build upon already nationally~recognizedprograms;
• add other health science programs from within the University that can become part of a

new unit within the AHC;
• contribute to the scholarly activities of all the professions.
• provide vitality to these programs to excel even further.

The potential for this reorganization is striking and significant. Given the opportunity, the five
programs are ready to continue their enthusiastic support to the mission of the Academic
Health Center:

The mission of the Academic Health Center is to be a leader in the ethical,
innovative, and efficient discovery and dissemination of knowledge to enhance
the health and well-being of Minnesota, the nation, and the world.
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Appendix A

Colleges and Schools Within the Academic Health Center - U of MN

School or College No. Students No. Faculty No. Civil Service Expenditures
1996-97 (June 30, 1996)

Pharmacy 329 undergraduates 68 39 $ 11.1 million
-.Q2 graduates
398 Total

Nursing 231 undergraduates 76 35 6.9 million
280 graduates
511 Total

UMD Medical School 110 undergraduates 44 49 9.7 million
-l.1 graduates
124 Total

Medical School - Mpls 1173 undergraduates 912 1510 274.0 million
(All programs) 324 graduates

1212 residents
2709 Total.

Allied Health 26 12 2.7 million
5 programs in the Medical 125 undergraduates
School - MT, OT, PT, 122 graduates
Mort Sci, Hlth Info 317 Total

School of Dentistry 251 227 27.0 million
Dental 322 undergraduates

84 graduate
Dental Hygiene ..!£1. undergraduates

503 Total

Public Health 395 graduates 166 483 47.1 million

Veterinary Medicine 294 undergraduates 125 240 29.7 million
59 graduates ..

353 Total

Source: AHC Public Relations. August 1997. Draft. KK/Misc/AII T:lSk Force Appen A



AppendixB

ALLIED HEALTH PROGRAMS CURRENTLY WITHIN THE AHC

Name of Degree Housed within School # of Students # of Faculty Program
Program Granted Unit of 1996-97 (FfEs) DirectorlPhone

Dental Hygiene B.S. Preventive Dentistry 86 10 K. Newell
Sciences 5-9121

Health M.S./ Laboratory Medical 34 4 S. Finklestein
Informatics Ph.D. Medicine and 5-6406

Pathology
Medical B.S.I Laboratory Medical 55 6 K. Karni
Technology/ Medicine and 5-5136
Clinical Lab. M.S. Pathology 20 H. Hallgren
Science 5-6465
Mortuary B.S. Cell Biology & Medical 70 3 J. Kroshus
Science Neuroanatomy . 4-6434
Occupational M.S. Physical Medical 65 6 J. Reisman
Therapy (1997) Medicine & 6-4358

Rehabilitation
Physical M.S. Physical Medical 73 7 J. Carey
Therapy (1997) Medicine & 6-2746

Rehabilitation
Total 403 36

OTHER PROGRAMS AT THE UNIVERSITY
WITH THE POTENTIAL TO JOIN A COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH

Name of Degree Housed within School # of Students # of Faculty Program
Program Granted Unit of 1996-97 (FfEs) DirectorlPhone
Cardiovascular Post Bacc Univ College/ Univ 5/per 2 yrs. 4.5 R. Irmiter/
Perfusion Certif. for degree College/ R. Nielsen

(18 mos.) Surgery/ for degree 5-7168
for appt

Dietetics B.S. in Dept. of Food Food and 10 srs. 1.5 Madge Hanson
nutrition Science and Environ 10 jrs. 4-9278
coord. Nutrition Sciences/
prog (210 Human
cr) Ecology

(DIGS) M.S. or or 10 students 0.5 Louise Mullen
Ph.D. in Public (fee based) 4-3255
Nutrition Health

Music Therapy B.S. School of CLA 40 (115 5 for 115 C. Furman
Music Music Ed) 4-7512

Speech B.S.lB.A Dept. of Corom CLA 125 S. Doyle
Pathology Disorders 4-3322

M.A. Dept. of Corom CLA 80 14.5 C. Speaks
Disorders 4-3322

Ph.D. CLA 18

BJ/Fac/KKlCorreslAH Chart



Appendix C

8/13/97

Budget Projections and Performance for Allied Health Professional Programs

PROGRAMS Mortuary Occupational Physical Health Dental Medical
Science Therapy Therapy Informatics Hygiene Technology TOTALS

OPERATING INCOME
tuition 281,280 409,950 533,550 62,500 362,973 336,030 1,986,283

philanthropy 40,000 10,000 10,000 7,000 20,000 87,000
outreach - 20,000 20,000 12,000 52,000

grant indirect cost - 2,000 271,000 10,000 283,000
salary offset from grants 132,000 132,000

services - 100,000 100,000
miscellaneous - 9,500 12,000 21,500

total discretionary 321,280 451,450 563,550 465,500 481,973 378,030 2,661,783

sponsored research - 20,000 60,000 943,000 205,000 1,228,000

total Income 321,280 471,450 623,550 1,408,500 481,973 583,030 3,889,783

OPERATING EXPENSES
salaries and benefits 189,847 493,492 635,000 314,200 505,382 716,835 2,854,756

office, supplies, equip. 7,400 20,000 121,000 36,000 64,383 68,617 317,400
faculty travel 5,000 10,000 12,000 - 27,000

accreditation fees, etc. 3,000 ·1,200 - - 4,200
fund raising 5,000 - 5,000

misc. 7,500 24,000 25,000 - 45,009 1,233 102,742

total expenses 217,747 548,692 793,000 350,200 614,774 786,685 3,311,098

retained discretionary $ 103,533 (97,242) (229,450) 115,300 (132,801) (408,655) (649,315)



APPENDIX D
Other Models Considered

3) Departments within another school, e.g., public health, nursing, pharmacy. There was
considerable discussion on this model. "Closest" schools to our programs-pharmacy or nursing.
Examples: Creighton University's School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions, or
Eastern Kentucky's College of Allied Health and Nursing.

Pros Cons

• Improved identity over existing situation. • Lesser visibility than school or institute.

• Utilizes current infrastructure within an • Utilizes a dean of existing school whose
existing school. professional "culture" is different.

• Stronger administration (than current) to • Could be vulnerable if an existing school is
get issues on table. threatened.

• "Programs" could become "departments" • Would a potential dean ever come from one
within an existing school. of the allied health programs?

• Lack of clarity of potential structure.

• Potential problems with P & T decisions-
e.g., adopt those of the new school?

4) Existing structures.

Pros Cons

• No hassles associated with change. • Current structure for our units is not working
within the Medical School.

• Continue with collaborations among some • Continued lack of visibility and who
departments., e.g., MT and surgery. represents us.

• Not "at table," e.g. regarding planning,
space, growth.

• No budget control.

• Current layers within bureaucracy continue.

• Programs remain small and dispersed.

• Continued slowness to act/react.

• Physicians dominate current administration,
and they do not understand nor advocate for
our programs.

5) Modification of #4.

Establishment of a council of allied health sciences reporting to the dean of the Medical School
(analogous to the councils of basic and clinical sciences). The majority of Task Force members
believe this model to be unworkable. While it provides some input to the Medical School dean,
it allows for the continuation of a system that is not working. Moreover, the dean of the
Medical School meets with many constituencies-and often these conflict with one another. For
example, in the current arrangement, the head of the Department of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology is a member of both the basic and clinical sciences department heads and is also in
charge of the Medical Technology Division. With the dean, who will this individual
represent? And will the dean or MT program director agree with his recommendations? This
modified structure is too weak and too diffuse to be effective.

1.4.4 AH Task Force Report
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Fairview-University Medical Center
Box 88 Mayo
420 Delaware Street S.E
Mpls, MN 55455
Phone: 626-3735
Fax: 625-1105
e-mail: not available

John Fetrow, Professor & Vice Provost
Organizational Redesign
Academic Health Center
Box 501 Mayo
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Mpls, MN 55455
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Fax: 626-2111
fetro001@maroon.tc.urnn.edu
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Medical School
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John Kroshus, Assistant Professor & Director
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Box 740 Mayo
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Phone: 624-6464
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Kathleen Newell. Associate Professor & Director
Program in Dental Hygiene
9-436 Moos Tower
515 Delaware Street S.E.
Mp1s, MN 55455
Phone: 625-9121
Fax: 626-6096
newelOO 1@maroon.tc.umn.edu

Judith Reisman. Associate Professor & Director
Program in Occupational Therapy
Box 388 Mayo
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Mpls. MN 55455
Phone: 626-4358
Fax: 625-7192
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University of Minnesota
Program in Physical Therapy

Background

The Program in Physical Therapy is located in the Medical School under the Department
ofPhysical Medicine and Rehabilitation. The Program started in 1941. The Program is
involved with three degree programs: 1) an entry-level education program that prepares
new physical therapists with clinical knowledge and skills and awards a B.S. degree in
Physical Therapy; 2) a postprofessional education program that prepares experienced
physical therapists with skills in clinical research, teaching or higher-level clinical practice
and awards an M.S. degree in Physical Therapy; and 3) a doctoral training program, in
collaboration with other department disciplines, that awards a PhD degree in
Rehabilitation Science. Beginning in July of 1997, because ofchanging practice in health
care as well as national trends in physical therapy education, the entry-level education
program will change from the baccalaureate to the master's degree level.

Education

Entry-Level

Thirty students are admitted each year to the entry-level education program. Typically,
over 300 applications are submitted for these 30 positions. However, in this transitional
year between the former baccalaureate requirements and the new graduate-level
requirements, 142 applications were submitted for the next entering class. The mean
GPA ofthe entering class is 3.5 and the average Graduate Record Examination score is
1723. The female:male ratio ofmatriculating students averages 2.5:1. On average,
students ofminority status comprise 7% of each class. Approximately, 1500 individuals
have graduated from the Program.

The graduation rate exceeds 95%. The pass rate on the licensure examination exceeds
95%. The number ofgraduates securing employment in their academic major is 1000.10.
The starting salary for new graduates averages $35,000 per year. The Gourman Report
ranks the University ofMinnesota's Program in Physical Therapy 6th out of 155 accredited
programs nationally.

The entry-level curriculum involves 2 'l'2 years ofprofessional education centered on the
science of pathological human movement, following a 4-year baccalaureate degree in a
major ofthe student's choice. Twenty-seven weeks of the 2 Y2 years are spent in full-tim~

clinical internship.

Postprofessional

Approximately 15 physical therapists are enrolled in various stages in the postprofessional
master's degree program, which has graduated a total of about 60 individuals.



The PhD degree program in Rehabilitation Science is beginning in Fall of 1997 and three
students have been accepted thus far.

Faculty Teaching, Research and Service

The Program has seven appointed faculty: one full professor, 3 associate professors, 1
assistant professor, and two assistant clinical specialists. The classroom contact hours for
these faculty are high and range from 120 per year for those engaged in research to over
300 per year for non-research faculty. Current research centers on mechanisms in
standing balance, effect ofexercise in the elderly using laboratory animals, and motor
retraining following stroke. Collectively, the seven faculty have published 85 articles in
peer-reviewed scientific journals over their careers. All faculty have been actively
involved in professional service through institutional committees, elected positions in
professional societies (regionally and nationally), editorial boards, or accreditation
commissions.

Regional Profde for Physical Therapy

The state ofMinnesota has four educational programs preparing physical therapists:
College of St. Catherine, College of St. Scholastica, Mayo School ofHealth-Related
Sciences, and the University ofMinnesota. All enroll 30-36 students per year and all
award a master's degree. The only public program is the one at the University of
Minnesota.

Associate degree programs for physical therapist assistants also exist and five are located
in Minnesota at technical colleges around the state. By state law, physical therapist
assistants must work under the supervision ofphysical therapists.

Oudook for Physical Therapy

Because ofthe increasing elderly population, predictions for employment for physical
therapists remain high. Money magazine ranked physical therapy #1 in employment
opportunities in 1996 and, in 1995, the Minnesota Department ofEconomic Security,

. Research and Statistics projected a 400fc, increase in jobs for physical therapists in
Minnesota over the period 1993-2001.

Although the demand for graduates will remain high, the demand for more knowledge on
effectiveness of treatment outcomes and for the development ofmore scientifically based
treatment methods is also growing and reinforces the importance of a solid scientifically- .
based curriculum at a supportive University institution.
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University of Minnesota

PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

MASTER OF SCIENCE

The Profession

The Program in Occupational Therapy prepares students to work with children,

youth and adults who have physical, cognitive, or emotional disabilities that

interfere with their ability to engage in life's tasks. The study of human

occupation across all performance areas (work/school, self-care, and

play/leisure) forms the foundation of the profession.

Occupational therapists evaluate physical capacities, cognitive skills, emotional

responses, social adjustment, and the physical and social environment. With this

information, the occupational therapist plans intervention using a combination

of therapeutic activities, training in specialized techniques, and adaptive

equipment to restore function and help individuals achieve the greatest possible

independence. Occupational therapists also manage treatment programs and

engage in clinical research. Beginning salaries are about $35,000 depending on

geographic location and area of practice.

The Program

The Program in Occupational Therapy at the University of Minnesota began in

1946, and has graduated over 1300 alumni. In fall 1997 the Program will change

from a Bachelor of Science to a Masters of Science entry-level program. This is in

line with the current demands in health care for scientist-practitioners who are

able to analyze, address and manage client needs, clinical data, and health care

systems.

The Curriculum

The curriculum follows a critical-thinking model. Students apply successive

levels of critical thinking to increasingly complex patient/environment

interactions as well as research and scholarly issues. They are encouraged to

draw on their baccalaureate fields of study in course assignments and Plan A and

B activity. Plan A students complete a thesis; Plan B students complete a scholarly

project.

Over a period of 2 1/2 years the curriculum includes 6 quarters of academic course

work and a minimum of 24 weeks of fieldwork education. Courses cover general

content in health sciences.: functional anatomy, neuroanatomy and



neurophysiology; diseases and disabilities: in orthopedics, neurology, psychiatry,

neuropsychology and others; models of practice: including medical, educational,

community, and family-centered; consideration of cultural and environmental

supports for health; therapeutic occupation: interventions for children, youth

and adults, individuals and groups; professional practice: clinical research and

program evaluation; delivery systems management and community integration.

The Students

The Program admits a class of 25 students each fall, selecting from approximately

100 applicants. The mean undergraduate GPA is 3.54 and the mean GPA for

prerequisite coursework is 3.64. Approximately 8-15% of students each year are

male and 8% are minority students.

Graduates are eligible to sit for the national examination given by the National

Board for Certification of Occupational Therapists. Upon successful completion of

this exam, an individual will be an Occupational Therapist, Registered (OTR). In

the 50+ year history of the program, only 5 graduates have failed to pass this exam

the first time. The national failure rate is about 10% annually.

Ninety seven percent of students achieve an on-time graduation rate. The

majority seek employment in Minnesota hospitals, schools, rehabilitation centers,

nursing homes, and community treatment facilities. One hundred percent are

employed within one year of graduation. Many students receive job offers before

completing the curriculum and national recruiters routinely solicit our graduates

in an effort to find qualified therapists for jobs within the state and across the

nation.

The Faculty

There are six faculty, including the director; three are tenured associate

professors and three are assistant clinical specialists. The faculty provide

instruction and laboratory experience in 19 courses, coordinate 3 others in related

medical disciplines and direct 24 to 36 weeks of fieldwork education in

approximately 150 sites nationwide. They will also advise students as they

complete their plan A thesis or plan B scholarly project.

Current faculty research centers around functional effects of hand orthoses,

efficacy of occupational therapy for sensory processing disorders, efficacy of

occupational therapy for multiple sclerosis, impact of sports injuries in children,

implications of motor control and learning for practice, and collaborative

teaming between school occupational therapists and other team members.



Three of the Program faculty are Fellows of the American Occupational Therapy

Association and have also been honored with the Research Award of the

Minnesota Occupational Therapy Association. All six are active in state and

national associations related to their areas of professional expertise.

The Budget

When the master's program is fully implemented in year 3 (1999-2000), tuition

revenue will be approximately $409,950, assuming 18 residents and 7 nonresidents

in each entering class. Other revenue from grants, alumni contributions,

faculty-run continuing education, etc. generate an additional 62,625. The total

revenue for the Program is expected to be $472,575 annually.

Faculty and staff salaries are the largest program expense at $440,492 (excluding

administrative staff shared with three other departments). Operating costs,

including administration, supplies, professional development, and computer

upgrades add another $108,200. This brings total expenses to approximately

$548,692 annually.

The State

There are two private occupational therapy programs inthe state, the College of St.

Catherine and the College of St. Scholastica. The College of St. Catherine admits 108

students annually (62 in the baccalaureate day program; 24 inthe weekend

baccalaureate program and 22 in the professional master's program) They have

educated approximately 2,000 occupational therapists over a 50 year period. The

College of St. Scholastica admits 30 students annually. Their first class of 24

graduated last year.

Associate degree programs for occupational therapist assistants are located in four

technical colleges around the state. By state law, occupational therapist assistants

must work under the supervision of occupational therapists.

While downsizing and managed care have changed the immediate employment

outlook in some areas, there is a continuing need for occupational therapists. This

is fueled by several factors: an aging American population that desires to remain

active in the community; an improved survival rate of high risk infants and

accident victims; and legal mandates regarding access to education, employment

and community services. Additionally, there is a critical shortage of occupational

therapy faculty with many unfilled positions nationwide.
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PROGRAM OF MORTUARY SCIENCE
Department of Cell Biology and Neuroanatomy

Medical School

BRIEF HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

The Program of Mortuary Science was established at the
University of Minnesota in 1908. It was the first program of its
kind in the nation to be organized at a state university. It is
the only mortuary science program in the nation housed in a medical
school. It is one of only five baccalaureate program in the
country.

The Program of Mortuary Science has been seen as a national
leader since its founding. During the first fifty years of its
existence, the program grew from a 6-week session to a
36-week course of study. In 1951, a two-year curriculum leading to
the associate in mortuary science degree was approved. The course
of study was expanded to three years in 1955. The bachelor of
science degree with a major in mortuary science was approved by the
Board of Regents in 1968.

The curriculum is organized in a 2 plus 2 mode where students
complete two years of preprofessional course work prior to making
application for admission to the Program of Mortuary Science. The
capstone experience for students is a ten week Practicum which is
served in a funeral home under the supervision of a licensed
mortician and a program faculty member. During the Practicum, the
student is exposed to experiences in all areas of funeral practice.

Approximately 35 to 40 students graduate each year, and the
emploYment opportunities have consistently accommodated those
persons entering the field. The American Board of Funeral Service
Education has reported shortages of qualified individuals
nationwide, but funeral homes in Minnesota have not experienced a
problem in locating and hiring qualified personnel. There are
approximately 505 funeral establishments in the State of Minnesota,
and approximately 1587 persons licensed to practice in mortuary
science by the Minnesota Department of Health. The Program of
Mortuary Science provides between 85% and 90% of licensed personnel
to Minnesota funeral homes.

The Program of Mortuary Science conducts laboratories in
facilities that are shared with the Anatomy Bequest Program.
Through this collaboration, mortuary science students participate
in the initial preparation of anatomical specimens that have been
donated to the medical school. This participation not only
provides valuable experience to the students, but also serves the
medical school's gross anatomy area. Inasmuch as the Bequest
Program and the Mortuary Science Program have some parallel
activities, the cooperation prevents duplication in space
utilization and equipment.
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In addition to its collaboration with the Anatomy Bequest
Program, the Program of Mortuary Science also has an affiliation
with the Minnesota Lion's Eye Bank and the Department of
Opthamology. Included in the mortuary science curriculum, is a
training program that leads students to certification as eye
enucleators. This certification allows graduates to perform
enucleations in connnunities throughout rural Minnesota, North
Dakota and South Dakota. It has been speculated that the Eye Bank
would experience a drastic reduction in activity if not for the
tissue received from funeral director enucleations. It is worth
noting that, historically, funeral directors have volunteered
themselves in this effort for the good of their connnunities and the
State of Minnesota.

Being the only mortuary science program in the surrounding
states provides an advantage for recruiting students. Although a
majority of students in The Program of Mortuary Science are from
Minnesota, the Program routinely enrolls students from North and
South Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Nebraska. Students from other
states throughout the country also come to the University because
of the reputation of the Program.

The Program of Mortuary Science truly represents the essence
of a public university. Because of this Program, children of
Minnesota tax payers can attend a Minnesota college supported by
their parents and other citizens of the state and then upon
graduation, return to the Minnesota's workforce to become
productive tax paying citizens themselves.

In 1996 the Washington Post reported that the job of funeral
director ranked as the nations' best managerial job, according to
a survey conducted by Cognetics, Inc. This type of publicity has
created great public interest in the profession and in the Program
of Mortuary Science. The movement to managed health care has
caused many persons within health care to reassess their careers
and their futures. The Program of Mortuary Science is seeing
increasing interest from individuals currently working in health
care, who are looking for a change of career, but who wish to
remain in a health related field. Notable in this group are
nurses, surgical technicians, and chiropractors.

Unfortunately, the Program has withered under budget cuts,
reallocation, and faculty/staff retrenchment. Over the past five
years, two and one-half faculty positions have been lost, .along
with one full-time civil service position. These debilitating
events have hampered efforts to realize growth during a time of
great interest. But, during this same period of time, millions of
dollars have been poured into medical specialties which are already
overcrowded, and which face tenuous futures in a system of managed
health care. The combination of these events has sent the message
that allied health programs are not a priority at the University of
Minnesota.
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DIVISION OF :MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OFLABORATORY MEDICINE AND PATHOLOGY
MEDICAL SCHOOL

BACKGROUND

The Division of Medical Technology is the oldest baccalaureate degree granting medical technology
program in the nation, with its fIrst two students graduating in 1923. Since that time, 2,622 individuals
have graduated, the largest number from a single program in the United States. The present senior class
consists of 28 students; the junior class has 27 students.

The program's organization is the 2+2 curricular mode, i.e., two years of preprofessional prerequisites
and two and one-third years of professional course work, including 23 weeks of clinical rotations in the
clinical laboratories ofFUMC, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Abbott-Northwestern Hospital, the
North Central Blood Services, Memorial Blood Center of Minneapolis, and the Mayo Clinic in Rochester.

Approximately 60% of U of M medical technology graduates work in hospital laboratories, with the
remainder employed in reference (independent) laboratories, HMOs, clinics, research, and industry. Past
surveys have shown 23% of Minnesota medical technology graduates earning an advanced degree, such as
the Masters, Ph.D., or M.D.

Faculty number only 6, including the director. They are responsible for teaching 13 undergraduate
courses annually; 12 of these 13 courses include extensive "hands on" laboratory sessions. Medical
Technology faculty also coordinate and teach in other courses, including classes in undergraduate
programs such as the Honors Colloquium, and in graduate programs in the Departments of LAMP,
Microbiology, and the Medical School. Several faculty serve as mentors in the MDlPhD program and are
on the graduate faculty of other programs including Microbiology, Immunology, and Molecular
Pathobiology, and Clinical Laboratory Science. By rank, faculty include 2 tenured full professors, 2
tenured associate professors, 1 non-tenured associate professor, and 1 non-tenured assistant professor.

I. CENTRALITY

A. STATE

Is this area essential for serving a major need of the state?

There are approximately 6,000 laboratory personnel in Minnesota, of whom 3,000 (50%) are
medical technologists. In the past eight years, the U of MN has prepared approximately 50%
of all new medical technology graduates in the state. In 1997 we will provide 58% of new
graduates in Minnesota.

Currently there are 4 accredited baccalaureate-level medical technology programs in Minnesota,
with a student distribution as follows:

Accredited Institution
UofMN
Hennepin County Medical Center
St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center
College of St. Scholastica (Duluth)

No. of students enrolled in 1996-97
55 juniors and seniors

5 seniors
7 seniors
8 seniors

NOTE: Since 1983, 8 hospital-based medical technology programs have closed in Minnesota,
due to DRGs, PPS, budget restrictions, and hospital mergers and closures. Start-up costs
(e.g., laboratory equipment and supplies) for medical technology programs preclude other
programs from being initiated. There have been no new baccalaureate-level medical technology
programs started in this state in the last 40+ years.
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Other pertinent data:

• National vacancy rate for staff technologists 9%
• Projected No. all medical technologists graduating in MN in 1997. .48
• Average MT entry-level salary in MN $29,000
• Yearly % ofU ofMN graduates who practice in MN 90%-100%
• Placement of U of M graduates 95-100% annually
• Numbers of applicants/acceptances 90/30
• Entering class GPA (1996) 3.1 (A=4.0)
• Minority enrollment , 11 of 28 seniors (39%),

contributing to the
diversity of the University

CONCLUSION: The U of MN Medical Technology program serves a critical need in the state.

B. FACULTY RESEARCH:

Medical Technology faculty not only have their own research programs, but actively collaborate
with other research programs in the Medical School, e.g., small bowel transplant program, bone
marrow transplant program, biomedical genetics, etc. Specific research interests of faculty
include the following:

• translocation of bacteria from the intestines
• immunology of aging
• genetics and hyperglyceridemia
• hematology instrumentation
• employment patterns and turnover of laboratory personnel

1995-96 RESEARCH SUPPORT: Four faculty members were awarded 7
grants/contracts/awards for a total of $205,000 (direct costs) from NIH, NIA, the American
Heart Association, MMF, and industry.

1995-96 FACULTY PUBLICAnONS:
• 22 refereed journal articles
• 15 abstracts
• 12 chapters
• 1 book
• 3 posters
• 16 oral presentations
• 2 computer programs

Four different faculty members provided 6 international presentations--in Ireland, Norway (2),
Monaco, and Belgium (2).

In a 1996 national survey of 114 MT programs located in 4-year institutions and regarding
faculty research and scholarly productivity, Minnesota ranked second.

EDITORIAL RESPONSIBILITIES: Faculty serve on several review boards, as well as
reviewers for 18 different journals: the American Journal ofClinical Pathology, Applied and
Environmental Microbiology, Archives ofSurgery, Atherosclerosis, Blood, Circulatory
Shock, Clinical Infectious Diseases, Clinical Laboratory Science, Critical Care Medicine,
Journal ofGerontology, Journal ofLaboratory Clinical Medicine, Journal ofParenteral and
Enteral Nutrition, Microbial Ecology in Health and Disease, Nutrition, Transfusion, Shock,
Infection and Immunity, and Gut.

1.3.3
Med Tedl Overview 97V.2
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTI\'lTIES: Faculty members hold offices in various
professional societies, serve on University committees, and also on grant review boards,
including NUL

II. DEMAND

Despite hospital mergers and closures in the past decade, the need for four-year graduates remains, as
new laboratory subspecialty areas have emerged; e.g., molecular diagnostics, immunophenotyping,
biochemical genetics, cytogenetics, etc. Several large independent laboratories in the Twin Cities have
tripled their size since 1990. Older medical tecluiologists are also retiring. U of M students continue
to have job opportunities in a variety of institutions, and they are consistently judged highly by
employers.

Partnership: An articulated MLT-MT program with Rochester Community and Technical College
and Mayo Clinic.

For the past two years, we have been working with individuals from the Rochester area and
University College to offer laboratory technicians (2-year trained) from that area the opportunity to
become technologists, primarily via distance learning. Mayo Clinic expects a 16% increase in
numbers of MTs in their laboratories in the next several years, and specifically requested articulating
with this program, based on its reputation. We believe we will provide a distinct service to these
technicians, as well as contribute to Governor Carlson's desire for the University to partner with
other institutions in the state.

Ill. QUALITY

The University of Minnesota is ranked among the top three programs nationally, as judged by peer
program directors in the United States. The Division of Medical Technology is often referred to as
"Mecca" by other faculty--many of whom have asked for copies of our curriculum, and purchased
our lecturel1aboratory class syllabi.

Over 95% of U of M graduates pass national certification examinations. In January 1997, our
graduates scored at 118% of the national mean on the National Certification Agency exam.

IV. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE· unique historical or geographic advantage

As stated earlier, the University of Minnesota program in medical technology was the frrst
baccalaureate granting unit in the United States. The following represent strengths of our Division.

• A carefully planned educational experience that is both well-rounded and well-grounded. It
provides students with the knowledge, skills and attitudes to enter the profession as qualified
practitioners, together with a strong background to enter graduate or advanced professional
programs.

• Faculty, as well as program and clinical staff members, are excellent teachers, researchers and
providers of quality service. They are also excellent role models. Faculty include members with
rich research interests, excellence in and dedication to teaching, and in many instances, national
reputations for their contributions to medicine, biology, and laboratory science. Some faculty are
currently using e-mail as part of their instruction, and other are planning to connect course work to
the web site.

1.3.3
Med Tech Overview 97V.2
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• Excellence in teaching. Three faculty members have won Morse Alumni Awards for excellence in
undergraduate education: Karen Viskochil (1977), Vema Rausch (1984), and Karen Lofsness
(1992). There are 3000 U of M faculty eligible, and only ten awards are made each year, thus to
have three awardees attests to the teaching excellence within this program.

• The opportunity for research experiences for students, through the Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (UROP), a University-wide competitive program for those interested in
completing small research projects with faculty. Since 1986,25 DROP awards have been
awarded to medical technology students. All have completed their research, and their projects
have resulted in presentations, abstracts, and journal articles, as well as enhanced employment
opportunities.

• Scholarship and loan programs. In August 1996, $15,000 in scholarships ($500 to $1,000 each)
were provided to 21 students in the Medical Technology professional program. Since 1984, the
scholarship program has grown by over $200,000. The principal is now in excess of $250,000.
An emergency loan program is available as well.

• The only endowed professorship in Medical Technology in the country-the Mildred King
Rohwer Professorship. The principal stands at $325,000. Approximately $15,000 interest is
provided annually to the Rohwer professor, a member of the Medical Technology faculty, for
research activities.

• Alumni support. For the past two years, over 400 alumni have contributed approximately
$20,000 annually to the program, the largest giving percentage rate of any unit in the University.
These Special Funds have been used for the purchase of equipment, (e.g. computers and
instruments for the teaching laboratories), student scholarships, travel support for faculty, and
fmancia1 support of special student projects.

• A refresher program for inactive technologists. Those technologists who have not been practicing
in the field are eligible for the refresher program, which involves enrolling in preclinical and
clinical courses of their choice along with regularly enrolled senior students. Refresher students
pay full tuition and fees for this opportunity.

• The Clinical Laboratory Science M.S. program. Our faculty serve as the nucleus for this excellent
Plan A Masters program with approximately 25 students. Helen Hallgren is the director of
graduate studies. Medical technology faculty presently serve as primary advisors for 11 graduate
students or fellows.

V. ACCREDITATION

In 1994 the program was accredited for seven years by the National Accreditation Agency for
Clinical Laboratory Sciences, the maximum period granted by this agency. The program was lauded
by site surveyors and the NAACLS Review Board. The accreditation process is arduous and
NAACLS Essentials for Accreditation were updated and approved in 1995. They are not very
different from previous Essentials, and we do not anticipate accreditation changes in the near future.

VI. OTHER PROGRAMS

In addition to the few baccalaureate level MT programs in Minnesota, there are 12 two-year MLT
programs. Numbers of graduates from each kind of laboratory science programs are attached.

1.3.3
Med Tech Overview 97V.2
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VII. COSTS

The program director estimates the total costs (salaries, fringes, supplies, etc.) associated with
running the Medical Technology B.S. program and the Clinical Laboratory Science M.S. program to
be $800,000 per year.

1.3.3
Moo Tech Overview 97V.2



MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

NAACLS - CAHEA Accredited Programs in Minnesota

Numbers of Graduates by Year

Medical Technology
Program Graduates/Year

1977 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
St. Paul Ramsey 12 7 8 5 6 6 6 8 8 7 8 8 8
St. Scholastica 6 4 4 2 4 5 3 7 4 4 4 5 6
University of MN 50 25 19 21 23 26 25 23 18 20 26 20 22
Hennepin Cty Med Ctr 12 9 8 0 8 7 4 7 8 8 7 7 8
St. Cloud Hospital 8 4 3 3 5 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 1
United Hospital 7 3 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 4 4 0
Abbott-Northwestern 6 8 8 8 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
St. Joseph's Hospital 9 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Metropolitan Med Ctr 11 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bethesda 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Midway 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
St. Lukes Duluth 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 146 70 61 44 55 55 51 53 47 48 53 48 45

CLA/MLT Program Graduates/Year
1977 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

St. Paul Tech Colleoe 36 16 15 13 19 12 12 15 13 17 26 17 11
Alexandria Tech College 30 18 12 13 13 12 14 10 14 15 12 13 14
Lake Superior T & CC 18 18 16 18 10 9 9 8 7 10 9 8 9
Ranoe Tech Colleoe 16 11 7 6 8 7 8 6 8 7 6 4 7
South Central T.C. 20 5 7 9 8 13 2 7 8 8 8 8 11
E. Grand Forks AVTI 0 0 7 8 11 8 10 15 12 9 16
Ferous Falls C C 7 7 7 10 8 7 8 6 6 9 9 9 9
Mayo Clinic 0 0 0 16 9 13 17 12 12 15 11 12 8
Lakeland Academy (priv. 59 22 22 25 40 35 28 31 44 30 15 10 15
MIM (priv.) 89 27 30 22 12 20 28 55 34 23 40
North Hennepin C.C. 2 6 9 7 10
Southwest Tech. C. 8
St. Mary's/St. Cath 20 9 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 295 133 132 143 138 136 136 165 160 149 161

Compiled 12-12-96, Pat Solberg (file 2.4)



HEALTH INFORMATICS GRADUATE PROGRAM

• PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

June 10, 1997

The Health Informatics Graduate Program (Illnf) is a descendent of the Biometry- Health
Information Systems Graduate Program founded in the early 1970s. In 1986 the joint
program split into two independent graduate programs - Biostatistics and Health
Informatics. The HInf program is a research oriented graduate program offering MS,
PhD, and post-doctoral studies. The administrative home for the HInfprogram is the
Division ofHealth Computer Sciences, a division within the Department ofLaboratory
Medicine and Pathology, within the Medical School. This administrative structure has
been in place since 1971.

There are currently 34 graduate students in the program. About half of these students are
registered for a full time credit load; the other half are at various stages of their research
activity, and typically register for 6 or less credits each quarter. Generally, 25% of these
students are pursuing the doctoral degree. The graduate program usually receives about
200 inquiries each year, which result in 20-25 completed applications. Of these, 10-15
students are admitted and 5-10 usually join the program each year. A major problem in
recruitment is the lack of student support that can be offerred at the time of admission,
when students are considering alternative plans. Once students begin the program, about
85% obtain RA support, providing the informatics, computing, and statistical expertise for
many funded research programs within the Academic Health Center. Thus the problem is
student support needed to "get the students here"; once on campus they have little trouble
finding support.

A more detailed description of the program history, mission, and research activities is
attached.

• PROFESSIONAL CONCERNS

There are currently about 25 graduate programs in health or medical informatics
throughout the US, with an equal number in Europe. There is an increasing number of
newly established programs which have developed in response to the growing importance
of informatics within the managed health care system. It is interesting that within such an
expanding informatics environment the University ofMinnesota would consider
withdrawing support for its informatics program, which is the second oldest such program
in the US ( the program at the University ofUtah is older) and one with an international
reputation for scholarship, training, and research. The program has the distinction of
obtaining continuous National Library ofMedicine training grant support for 25 years, or
since the NLM training program began. The program will begin the latest 5 year round of
support on July 1, 1997. This training grant provides support for 10 postdoctoral students



and 5 predoctoral students each year. It brings approximately $500,000 per year to the
University.

There are no other graduate programs in informatics in Minnesota. I believe there are
several undergraduate or associate degree programs in Minnesota, at St. Marys in
Minneapolis and Winona, and St Scholastica in Duluth. There are no professional
licensure requirements for health or medical informaticists in Minnesota or anywhere in
this country.

Since informatics activity does not involve direct, hands-on patient care it is not a direct
player in the reimbursement arena. However, informaticists are involved in such managed
care concerns as outcomes analysis, practice guideline development, and clinical decision
support systems.

• FINANCIAL CONCERNS

The core faculty of the HInfprogram, all with appointments in Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology, were Principle Investigators on more than $1.3 M of grant support this past
year, which accounted for more than $270,000 ofIRC funds. The support expenses for
the Graduate Program and Division ofHCS is typically about $75000-$85000 per year,
which provides for a full time secretary and office supplies. In addition, the program
generates tuition income from its 30-35 students each year.



Review of Health Computer Sciences
Lael C. Gatewood - June 1997

OVERVIEW. The informatics program at the University of Minnesota was established in
1969 as the Division of Health Computer Sciences (HOS) in the Medical School's Department
of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. Directed by Dr. Lael Gatewood since 1979, Health
Computer Sciences has provided an administrative home for the graduate programs in Health
Informatics since 1971, the National Library of Medicine (NLM) Training Program in Clinical
Informatics since 1974 and the National Micropopulation Simulation Resource since 1983. At
its peak, seven faculty, five full-time staff members, fifteen NLM fellows, ten graduate teaching
and research assistants and comprehensive computer and communications facilities supported
instruction and research in informatics. The Bio-Medical Library, the Biomedical Engineering
Center, the Computational Biology Centers and the Minnesota Supercomputer Institute along
with faculty in graduate programs in computer sciences, business administration, biological and
health sciences, and health services research provide other informatics support.

MISSION. Health Computer Sciences (HOS) has broad training and research objectives
that extend to the entire Academic Health Center (AHC). Over the past several decades, its
objectives have evolved to include:
• conduct informatics research for the health and biological sciences
• develop informatics tools for health science education and research
• support academic, industrial programs of excellence in informatics
• collaborate on ventures requiring a health informatician
• offer MS, PhD degree programs in Health Informatics
• train residents, fellows in clinical informatics
• teach graduate level informatics courses for health professionals
• provide bridge and focus for AHC informatics-related faculty, facilities
• develop outreach mechanisms extending remote use of biotechnologies

FACULTY. These research and training studies are best accomplished by bringing fac
ulty together from several crucial disciplines, and focusing their energies and skills on major
issues in Health Informatics. The seven current faculty members in Health Computer Sciences
have been trained in medicine and pathology, pharmacy, computer sciences, biophysics, bio
engineering, biochemistry, biostatistics and biomathematics. The HCS faculty listed below also
hold joint graduate appointments in the following programs: Biomedical Sciences; Biophysical
Sciences and Medical Physics; Biomedical Engineering;, Computer and Information Sciences;
Clinical Laboratory Sciences; Epidemiology; Microbial Engineering; Microbiology, Immunology
and Molecular Pathology; Social and Administrative Pharmacy; and Scientific Computation.
• Professor Emeritus Eugene Ackerman Ph.D.
• Professor Lael Gatewood Ph.D.
• Professor Donald Connelly M.D., Ph.D. (20%)
• Professor Stuart Speedie Ph.D. (40%)
• Professor Stanley Finkelstein Ph.D.
• Associate Professor Lynda Ellis Ph.D.
• Assistant Professor Michael Altmann Ph.D. (20%)

1



RESEARCH. The faculty of Health Computer Sciences conduct research and support
graduate and postdoctoral training in the areas of simulation and modeling, clinical deci
sion support, clinical workstation development, telemedicine, bioinformatics and other areas of
biomedical and clinical informatics. Experimental investigations may include clinical research,
mathematical simulation, laboratory studies, or population assessment, and may be individ
ual or collaborative in nature. In addition to affiliations with the Department of Laboratory
Medicine and Pathology, interdisciplinary studies with an HCS investigator are currently being
performed with faculty from Cardiology, Neurology, Nursing, Pediatrics, Radiology, Medicine,
Family Practice and Community Health, the Clinical Research Center, Epidemiology, the Insti
tute for Health Services Research, Fairview/University Hospital, the BioMedical Library, and
the Minnesota Department of Health.

TEACHING. The graduate programs in Health Informatics provide coursework leading
to MS and PhD degrees, as well as an elective minor and post-doctorate training. Approxi
mately forty graduate students are now enrolled in the Health Informatics major program, with
a quarter of these embarked on doctoral studies. Some twenty other students are working with
HCS faculty on informatics minors in other graduate or professional programs.

Over twenty graduate courses including two seminar series are offered annually. Another
fifteen graduate faculty members supplement the seven Health Computer Sciences faculty as
program advisors and instructors in the areas of medical sciences, biology, nursing, psychol
ogy, educational design and evaluation, and operations research. The NLM Training Program
in Clinical Informatics, offered in conjunction with the Mayo Foundation in Rochester MN,
sponsors fellows' research at Twin City and Mayo Clinic sites. Ten post-doctoral and five pre
doctoral positions are approved by this training grant.

LOCATION. The Division is housed in 3,000 square feet on the third floor of the VFW
Cancer Research Center, which is connected both above and below ground to the Academic
Health Center complex. The General Clinical Research Center is located in the same building;
the Bio-Medical Library is in the next building. This close proximity to informatics-associated
programs of the Academic Health Center has led to many faculty and student collaborations.

The HCS third-floor VFWCRC area houses faculty, fellow and staff offices as well as com
puter and user workspaces. There are seven faculty offices, five shared offices for NLM' and
Graduate School Fellows and Teaching / Research Assistants, an administrative office, com
puter facilities with user workstations, and a small discussion room. Modern Unix, Macintosh
and \Vindows-based workstations for each person are linked to each other and to the Internet
for local and remote communication. A number of World-Wide-Web sites are located on this
network, along with other gopher, ftp and www directories. A full-time network/computer man
ager provides installation support, backup, resource inventory, training and trouble-shooting.

2



TASK FORCE ON ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DIVISION OF DENTAL HYGIENE
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

I. Definition

A dental hygienist is a preventive oral health professional licensed (by the
state) to provide educational, clinical and therapeutic services to the public.
Dental hygienists provide educational, clinical, research, administrative, and
therapeutic services supporting total health through the promotion of
optimal oral heath. Graduates practice in settings such as private dental
offices and clinics; federal, state, and local health departments or associated
institutions; hospitals and nursing homes; school districts or departments of
education; educational programs for dental, dental hygiene, and dental
assisting students; private business/industry; correctional facilities; private
and public centers for pediatric, geriatric, and other groups/individuals with
special needs; and health maintenance organizations.

The dental hygienist is not considered a primary care provider in that she/he
cannot be directly reimbursed from third party payers for care provided.

II. History

The University of Minnesota School of Dentistry Division of Dental Hygiene
is the fourth oldest program and the second program to be established in a
dental school in the United States. The program received the Board of
Regents' approval in 1919, the first students matriculated in 1920 and
graduated in 1922. Approximately 3000 individuals have graduated from the
program since that time.

The program continues to be fully accredited by the American Dental
Association Commission on Dental Accreditation. The next accreditation site
visit for the School of Dentistry, dental hygiene included, will take place fall,
1999. No changes are anticipated in the accreditation standards and process in
the near future.

III. Dental Hygiene Programs in Minnesota

There are approximately 3000 licensed dental hygienists in Minnesota, the
majority of which have graduated from the University of Minnesota
Division of Dental Hygiene. Until the early 1970s, the University of
Minnesota offered the onIy program in Minnesota. There are current!y seven
accredited dental hygiene programs in Minnesota; one baccalaureate degree



program and six associate degree programs. In addition there is one associate
degree program which is not fully accredited." A final decision on this
program's existence will be made in July of this year. In the early 1970s, in
addition to the University program, three programs were established;
Mankato State University (1969), Normandale Community College (1969),
University of Minnesota - Duluth (1972) (program moved to Lake Superior
Community College in 1992).

Four additional programs were initiated throughout Minnesota in the 1990s;
Rochester Community and Technical College (1991), Century College (1993"),
St. Cloud Technical College (1993), and Northwest Technical College (1995).
As a result, the numbers of graduates have increased from a low of
approximately 75 in 1992 to a high of approximately 160 in 1996. Although
granting associate degrees, these programs require a minimum of one year of
preprofessional coursework and a minimum of tWo years in the actual
program for a total of three years.

Approximate enrollment in these programs is as follows:

Institution First Year Enrollment

Century College" 15
Lake Superior Community College 20
Mankato State University 24
Normandale Community College 34
Northwest Technical College 18
Rochester Community & Technical College 15
St. Cloud Technical College 15
University of Minnesota 36

IV. Education

Prelicensure Program

The University of Minnesota Program in Dental Hygiene is the only
baccalaureate degree granting program in Minnesota as well as the only
program in a dental school. The program is designed as a 1 + 3 program, that
is, one year of preprofessional coursework and three years in the actual
professional program. The program consists of basic, dental and dental
hygiene sciences as well as liberal education requirements. In addition to on
site dental hygiene clinical experiences, students complete both on-site and
off-site clinical rotations in the Periodontology and Pediatric Dentistry Clinics,
the Cleft Palate-Maxillofacial Clinic, the Hospital Dentistry Clinic, Model
Cities Dental Clinic, the Indian Health Center Clinic, and Wilder Foundation
Seniors Clinic. In addition, students complete year-long community service



experiences, both dental- and non-dental related, during their senior year in
the program.

Degree Completion Program

A degree completion program is being initiated fall, 1997. The purpose is to
provide a means for associate degree graduates of the other programs in
Minnesota and the region to pursue a baccalaureate degree. Interest and
demand are high for such a program. Approximately 10 new courses are
being developed for this program. Because students will come to us with a
wide variety of educational experiences, the program will necessitate
extensive advising.

An articulation agreement between the University of Minnesota Division of
Dental Hygiene and the Normandale Community College Program in Dental
Hygiene is in the beginning stages. Such an agreement will facilitate
graduates of the NCC program to transfer into our degree completion
program. Once completed, articulation agreements with other programs in
Minnesota will be considered.

Graduate Program

In addition to the prelicensure and degree completion programs, initiation of
a graduate program in dental hygiene is needed. There are only ten graduate
programs in the country. Yet, such programs are the main source of well
prepared faculty to teach and conduct research in the over 200 dental hygiene
programs in the country. The need for well-prepared faculty is great. For
example, the programs initiated at Century College (1993) and Northwest
Technical College (1995) have encountered a great deal of difficulty in hiring
qualified faculty and directors. Although the Century College program was
initiated in 1993, it still has provisional accreditation status, the lowest
possible. A decision will be made by the ADA Commission on Dental
Accreditation this July regarding the future of the program. The University
of Minnesota School of Dentistry, with its other graduate programs and the
Dental Research Institute, is the appropriate institution in which to establish
a dental hygiene graduate program.

Continuing Education

Fulfillment of a specified number of continuing education courses is required
for relicensure on an annual basis. Dental hygiene faculty teach
approximately 15 continuing education courses annually; courses which,
include lectures, laboratories, and/or clinics. In addition, we continue to
provide an in-depth re-entry program for dental hygienists who have
terminated their licenses and/or who have maintained their licenses but
have not practiced for some time and wish to re-enter the work-force. During
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fall quarter of each year we typically have two to three graduates of the other
programs participate in clinical experiences who have not successfully
completed the board examinations and so cannot be licensed to practice dental
hygiene. The other programs in dental hygiene in Minnesota teach virtually
no continuing education "courses.

VI. Students

Thirty-six students enter the pre-licensure program each year; ninety three
students are currently enrolled. We continue to have approximately two to
three qualified applicants for every space in the program. The mean grade
point average of entering students is around a 3.29. Approximately 5 percent
of entering students are male and 11 percent are of minority status.

Successful completion of both the national board and regional board
examinations exceeds 97 percent. Graduates are continually in great demand
and we enjoy 100 percent placement of graduates within a month of
graduation. Feedback from the dental community indicates that our
baccalaureate degree graduates are highly sought after due to their level of
confidence, maturity and dental hygiene skills and knowledge.

V. Need/Demand for Dental Hygienists

The increase in numbers of programs and thus graduates has provided
sufficient numbers of graduates to stabilize the need/demand for dental
hygienists in the metropolitan area. Numbers of advertisements in the
Minneapolis Tribune have decreased from 1993 to 1997. Most advertised
positions are for part-time rather than full-time employment which most
graduates are seeking. Surveys of our graduates indicate that those practicing
in the metropolitan area would rather be employed in one dental practice but
many are working in more than one to equal full-time employment.

However, the Institute of Medicine Study Dental Education at the Crossroads:
Challenges and Change recommends 1) more productive use of allied dental
personnel and teamwork, 2) cost-effective use of well-trained allied dental
personnel, the elimination of statutes and regulations that restrict dentists
from working with allied dental personnel in ways that are productive and
consistent with their education and training, and 3) continued efforts to
increase the productivity of the dental work force, including appropriate
credentialed and trained allied dental personnel.

Due to a number of complex social, economic and technological factors,
demand for healthcare services continues to increase. The most prominent
of these factors are 1) the aging of the U.S. population, coupled with the
greater healthcare needs of older persons; 2) the spread of new diseases such
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as mv/ AIDS; 3) emerging technologies and treatments that can prolong life
and improve its quality; and, 4) growing public awareness of the potential
benefits of preventive healthcare measures. The rising skill requirements
needed to meet these factors have created a major challenge for healthcare
educators to provide quality education and training. The School of Dentistry
Bachelor of Science Program in Dental Hygiene is able to provide properly
educated individuals to meet these healthcare challenges. This program is
the only baccalaureate degree granting program in the state and the only one
housed in a public dental school in the region.

VI. Faculty Teaching, Research and Service

There are five full-time faculty; three are tenured associate professors and two
are associate clinical specialists. In addition, there are 15 part-time faculty, six
of whom are course directors in addition to their clinical teaching. The dental
hygiene faculty annually teach 26 dental hygiene courses and participate in
several predoctoral dentistry courses. With the initiation of the degree
completion program, an additional ten courses will be taught by the dental
hygiene faculty. In addition, basic science faculty teach four courses and
dental school faculty teach 12 courses - eight of which dental hygiene students
take directly with the dental students. Public health and composition each
teach one course.

Research Activities:

The three tenured faculty are involved in the following research:

• Habitual wrist postures of dental hygienists during hand scaling
• Amount of force applied and muscle activity of dental hygienists during

hand scaling
• Demographic surveys of graduates and licensed dental hygienists on

outcomes assessment and other issues
• Survey of patient record types used in clinical practice
• Writing across the curriculum in dental hygiene programs in the U.S.
• Outcomes of dental hygiene care in managed care vs. fee-for-service

payment methods

These three faculty members are participating in a half million dollar grant
funded by the Bureau of Health Professions to implement a National Center
for Dental Hygiene Research at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia.
All three have participated in a Dental Hygiene National Research Institute
sponsored by the Center. The director of the Division of Dental Hygie~e
serves on the National Advisory Panel for the Center and on the board of
advisors for the DHNet established by the Center.



Publications:

Faculty Member

Kathleen J. Newell, RDH, PhD
Joy Osborn, RDH, MA
Jill Stoltenberg, RDH, MA
Susan Dittmar,'" RDH, BS
Marilyn Ingebritson, RDH, MA

Totals

'" Clinical Track Appointments

Referred Articles

24
16
13
o
o

53

Abstracts

11
14
12
o
o

37

Grant Support: (approved and funded: $131,068

Editorial Responsibilities:

The director of the program serves on review boards for the Journal of Dental
Hygiene and on the grant review board for America's Fund for Dental Health
as well as for the Journal of the American Dental Association on "an ad hoc
basis.

Other Professional Actiyities:

Faculty members hold offices in various professional associations including
the Minnesota Dental Hygienists' Association, American Association of
Dental Schools, International Association of Dental Research, and the
Minnesota Dental Hygiene Educators' Association. In addition, the director
serves as a site-visit consultant to the American Dental Association
Commission on Dental Accreditation.

The director of the program serves as a member of the HealthSystems
Minnesota Foundation Board, chairs the Grant Review Committee which
distributes over $1.5 million in community service grants each year and
chaired the 1996-97 Major Donor Appeal Committee as well as serving on the
Nominating Committee.

The expertise of dental hygiene faculty is continually sought by dental
hygiene practitioners, consumers, and educators throughout the country.



VII. Financial Support

Tuition for each of the programs varies widely with the University of
Minnesota tuition being the highest.

Institution

Century College
Lake Superior College
Mankato State University
Normandale Community College
Rochester Community & Technical College
St. Cloud Technical College
University of Minnesota

Tuition/Credit

$ 42.60/cr
$ 41.60/cr

$ 48.00/cr
$50.00/cr
$ 45.45/cr
$90.45/cr

Full cost of the University of Minnesota Division of Dental Hygiene as stated
in the 1996-97 accreditation report is $654,925.

VIII. School of Dentistry Mission

The Division of Dental Hygiene meets the mission of the University of
Minnesota Academic Health Center and the School of Dentistry which is "the
acquisition and application of knowledge of the oral environment and its
transfer to the human need by:

• graduating high quality clinical dentists, dental hygienists, dental specialists,
and dental scientists;

• discovering new knowledge, technology, and skills applicable to maintaining
optimal oral and systemic health, and

• transferring newly acquired knowledge, skills, and technology to the
profession and community it serves."

IX. Quality

The University of Minnesota Division of Dental Hygiene is considered one of
the premiere programs in the country. Faculty and directors from other
programs continually request copies of course syllabi, curriculum materials,
lecture/lab materials, and consulting services. Faculty are sought after by other
progra~ as are graduates of our program by dentists throughout Minnesota and
the regIon.
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The quality of students enrolled in the program is high as stated previously.
Graduates consistently achieve well above average on both the national board
examination and the central regional board examination; pass rates since the
inception of the program have been over 99%.

Faculty members are called upon to serve on state and national committees and
associations in addition to serving as resource individuals to dental healthcare
professionals in the state/region. As stated previously, they are active in a
number of professional associations. The program provides most dental hygiene
programs in the state with a majority of their faculty members.

A number of faculty annually receive awards and honors for their teaching and
service involvement. The director of the program received the 1992 American
Dental Hygienists' Association Excellence in Dental Hygiene Award, the 1995
Outstanding Dental Hygiene Service Award, and the 1997 School of Dentistry
Dental Hygiene Distinguished Alumni Award.

The Division of Dental Hygiene faculty and director were commended on their
dedication to the program and the development of the bachelor degree program
by the ADA Commission on Dental Accreditation during the 1992 site visit.

X. EfficiencylEffectiveness

The curriculum for dental hygiene is offered over the sophomore, junior, and
senior years. Students are providing clinical care duriIlg all three years, thus
providing needed dental hygiene treatment and generating clinic income.

The Division of Dental Hygiene shares conference rooms, clinics, laboratories,
and class rooms with School of Dentistry faculty and students.

Faculty participate in the instruction of:

• dental hygiene students
• dental students
• pre-health science students
• continuing education of dentists and dental hygienists

XI. Comparative Advantage

As stated earlier, the University of Minnesota program was one of the first
programs in the United States. Strengths of this program, compared with other
programs in Minnesota include:

• Strong depth and breadth in the basic, dental and dental hygiene sciences
as well as the liberal arts.



• An in-depth program on which a graduate or advanced professional degree
can be based.

• Faculty members who receive awards for excellence in dental hygiene
education and service.

• Faculty members with advanced degrees as well as research interests and
skills and national reputations.

• Student research opportunities through the Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (DROP) and the School of Dentistry Summer Research
Fellowship Program.

• Requirements that all students participate in dental and non-dental
community service activities.

• An innovative Summer Residency Program for selected senior dental
hygiene students.

• An innovative clinical mentoring program for sophomore students.

• Participation by dental hygiene students in courses with dental students.

• Extensive continuing education programs for licensed dental hygienists.

• One of a kind in-depth re-entry program for graduate dental hygienists.

• A scholarship program providing monies to several students per year.

• Strong alumni support.

• Collaborative education and research for and with dental school students
and faculty as well as with other academic health center units.

XI. Conclusion

The Division of Dental Hygiene is appropriately placed as an integral component
of the School of Dentistry and the University Academic Health Center. The
program is beneficial to students, the University, and to the State of Minnesota as
well as the greater region.

XII. Changes Needed to Enhance Effectiveness

• Continued and further integration into the School of Dentistry Clinics.

• Expansion of the Degree Completion Program.



• Initiation of a graduate degree program in dental hygiene.

• More equitable distribution of full-time vs. part-time faculty.

• Increased appropriate patient population for dental hygiene treatment and/or
resources for off-site clinical experiences.

• More formalized interaction among the allied health education programs.

• More formalized allied health education entity within the Academic Health
Center organizational structure.

KJN/6/97



DLN IAL IlYCIENE PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA

Number of Graduates By Year

Dental Hygiene Program Graduates By Year
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Century College *
Lake Superior Comm. College 18

Mankato State University 15 16 16 14 14 16 14 13 16 16 16

Normandale Comm. College 22 22 20 18 21 21 19 28 22 26 26 27

Northwest Technical College

Rochester Comm/Tech College

St. Cloud Technical College

University of Minnesota 44 52 58 56 57 60 96 118 130 110 103 96 79 55

TOTAL 44 52 80 93 93 94 131 153 165 152 138 138 121 116

_____...,~_ ._c __ ."__ ,~,.,_,~._. ____.__ ~~.. _.. ~._ ..._.._

Dental Hygiene Program -- ,...'--- .
Graduates By Year

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Century College * 12 11

Lake Superior Comm. College 16 16 14 18 18 16 14 13 11 18 20 18 15 18

Mankato State University 16 15 17 16 14 12 12 16 16 11 24 23 22 19

Normandale Comm. College 24 32 25 26 25 27 27 28 25 31 30 31 33 32

Northwest Technical College 18

Rochester Comm/Tech College 16 15 14 15

St. Cloud Technical College 10 14

University of Minnesota 45 44 19 22 20 21 21 25 26 0 19 25 20 32

TOTAL 101 107 75 82 77 76 74 82 78 60 109 112 126 159

* Not Fully Accredited

•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Numerous Centers, Institutes and Programs exist within the Academic Health Center and serve vital roles

in advancing the educational, research, and servic , e institution. The mechanisms for

creating, supporting and reviewing these efforts e not optimal, owever. Currently, programs are

developed with the following characteristics:

• Initiation is ad hoc

• The development process differs for each program initiated, Le., there is no systematic process

• There is no fair, open and systematic process for acquisition of reSources or for review of

performance after initiation of a program

• Current programs are dependent on the continued support of the "parental" units

• The negotiation processes required, due to the lack of asystematic process, creates additional demands

of time on faculty and administrators to assure resource availability; and this increases uncertainty that

affects program management

• Strategic plans mayor may not exist or they may be loosely constructed, and there is little formal

review of program performance to determine if there is progress towards the strategic plan

• Programs mayor may not be consistent with larger AHC or school goals

• There is a marked absence of financial and other evaluative data specific to program activities

• No defined mechanism exists for ending programs that are no longer meeting their goals and

objectives nor those of the school or college and ARC

• There are few institutional incentives for interdisciplinary programs despite their importance. .

To address these problems, the ProgramslInterdisciplinary Programs (PIDP) Implementation Task Force

was charged with developing a detailed set of recommendations for i~~weQting~,,~aemwithin the

AHC for establishing, operating and reviewing programs. One of the overriding goals was to develop a

general process that gave ~'-facul~ member an equ~l opportunity to be able to apply for and compete for (J.... ..-\t
new resources and also provide for a peer review process. Major recommendations of the Task force (J'--t ~1\'" .,)1)

include:

"":"''''''''''''':<:':;;'',

, • To establish a pool ~!fund,~'o ~u~J20rtprogram development

~ cl '0 ldtov W<1l-'-\ ~"~~t~~::::21 \'-'\\A'u-A I ....... {aff \, ~=-\\ I,' 'lJ-1. 40 -\~ \~ {\ '1C ?
• To establish a formal process for review, approval and funding of PIDPs proposed by faculty groups,

",,,,,,,,",~',,,~,,,,,,.,,,,,~,,,,,,,,, ;;li>I."-,·"U,-,<,,,,"~~~'~

analogous in many respects to the NIH mechanism

• To formalize agreements regarding faculty participation in PIDPs and the shared obligations of PIDP

and departments to faculty salary, support staff and infrastructure costs

2
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• To develop a formula-based approacb for ctetermini; (in p";)~ndiOgof PIDPs ':C .Q.\,s s"~ ~<" 'V-" C

'm ~ (S" C'JCA '-J~"'\Q'1

r
-3Y . --\ \A~ t'~<::'-\C"-l'V--l\--l\~"'1"

• To establish a mechanism for formal joint-appointment of faculty in PIDPs, sharing of risks and

. rew~ds and formal input of the PIDP into the promotions, tenure and review of faculty holding joint

, appomtments

• To establish a mechanism for o~gQiQ& f;view of programs that will allow fot\~!'-p'~Qfsuccessful
programs for those judged to be of high potential and, alternatively, contraction orelimin~nof

programs that do not meet criteria of scholarly and scientific quality and merit'''''- 'tc:...~'C-\~-A~ 0 'I

0-) \.1, 'v 'f c:... v\c.. W
E' .""" "':"

• To'establish an open application process with peer review and shared faculty and administrative .J <lVe.. I N \,
''1wc ':h'l)'\c"c-0

decision making -\v., --- "l.'::>

The report includes detailed proposals for implementation of these recommendations. It is expected that

implementation will: .

service

• establish a mechanism for evaluating and phasing out programs ~at no longer meet quality or other

performance objectives and/or strategic goals criteria, thereby allowing efficient reallocation of limited

• ~eate the capacity to support programs based on objective criteria of quality and merit

• give each faculty member an eguM9pportunity to pursue their own ideas and seek new resources

• create the capacity for faculty to pursue new ideas that have a high potential for achieving the strategic '

goals of the faculty, the Schools and the ARC

• remove barriers that limit interactions among faculty

• formalize agreements regarding funding, responsibility, accountability and faculty particip'ation in

programs

• provide a mechanism for more rapid development of programs and provision of resources by the

administration to support new faculty driven opportunities in education, research, clinical activities or
-v"'~~

aVe.,
\;\ l;)A .

(l?f~}~6

As
S'-Jc"t

resources 4'" ~ v ~ t~ V\ 0

• establish a mechanism that insures that decision making functions of faculty and administrators are

accompanied by authority and accountability with cyclical performance reviews. S~ 0,-\ c::.~. ~, '-'\--\

~<::'vc. (0::' 1""'~ \Ie

, t:<;;l'V \lC::'oj)

o b ()~ S'"jf~C"~\-1
"e-\ v

~,::\<)"c. sv(;,>vJ-\'-1
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Background and Charge to Task Force

February,

An Inter-Disciplinary Programs Committee was established in 1995 to develop the architecture for a

programmatic or matrix organization within the Academic Health Center to address the issues of

interdisciplinary programs definition, delegation of authority, and reporting relationships. This Committee

issued a final report ('Inter-Disciplinary Programs Committee Report: December 12, 1995) that included

an analysis of the current structure, and recommendations for a new structure that would facilitate program

development, oaeration and.1eview. In several instances, options were developed for specific aspects of

the structure.

The Programs and Inter-Disciplinary Programs (PIDP) Implementation Task Force was assembled in

October, 1996 and charged with developing a detailed set of recommendations for implementing a system

within the AHC for establishing, operating and reviewing programs. The Task Force used the Report of

the Inter-Disciplinary Programs Committee as the starting point for their efforts. Portions of the previous

report are summarized or included verbatim (indicated by italics) in this current document. A full copy of

this previous report is available to any interested person on the PIDP worldwide web home page (***).

Task Force Membership

Members of the PIDP Implementation Task Force included:

Donna Bliss, School of Nursing

Chair: .Leo Furcht, Medical School

Marcus Kjelsberg, School of Public Health

Matthew Mescher, Medical School

Harry Orr, Medical School

Charles Schachtele, School of Dentistry

Stephen Schondelmeyer, College of Pharmacy

Lawrence Schook, College of Veterinary Medicine

Ed Wink, ORTTA
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Current Structure and Mechanisms

Currently, programs are developed with the following characteristics:

• Initiation is ad hoc and occurs usually through the efforts ofa few individualfaculty members and/or

heads ofdepartments

• The development process differsfor each program initiated, i.e., there is no systematic process

• The acquisition ofresources, including space, faculty time and support staffoccurs through a recurring

negotiation process between the faculty and others who control resources, with no systematic process or

review of performance

• Current programs are dependent on the continued support ofthe "parent" units. A change in one head of

department can have severe consequences on the staffing andfunding ofan inter-departmental program

• The negotiation process creates both an additional demand oftime to assure resource availability and an

increased level ofuncertainty that affects program management

• Strategic plans mayor may not exist or they may be loosely constructed

• Programs mayor may not be consistent with larger ARC goals

• There is a marked absence offinancial and other evaluative data specific to program activities

• No defined mechanism exists for ending programs that are no longer appropriate for the ARC

• There are few institutional incentives for interdisciplinary programs despite the fact that interdisciplinary

activity is increasingly importantfor scientific and competitive reasons

While the ARC includes some ofthe best researchers, educators and clinicians in theirfields, the current

system ofdeveloping inte,,"~biplinary programs inhibits them from using their talents to their fullest
~ --

potential. The current system creates incentives for unit managers to protect the interests oftheir own

units, sometimes at the expense ofthe interests ofthe ARC as a whole. Dealing with adt!!:.inistrative ...
r --=

barriers, in the form ofrepeatedly negotiating for resources from associated units, takes much ofthe_11II........ .
program director's time. In addition, no methodology exists to bring eitherfinancial or operational data

together effectively. The significant obstacles encountered by developers ofinter-disciplinary programs

cause faculty and staffto look primarily within their immediate units when attempting to contribute to the

goals ofthe ARC and the University. This reduces the frequency ofcollabora,tion between leading edge

researchers and educators solely because they work on different sides ofcollegiatelbusiness unit

boundaries.

Expected Benefits of PIDP Implementation

Implementation of a structure for establishing, operating and reviewing PIDPs will benefit both the faculty

and the institution in a variety of ways, including:

• create the capacity to support programs based on objective criteria of quality and merit
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• give each faculty member an equal opportunity to pursue their own ideas andseek new resources

• create the capacity for faculty to pursue new ideas that have a high potential for achieving the strategic

goals of the faculty, the Schools and the ARC in a focused, goal oriented manner

• remove barriers that limit interactions among faculty

• formalize agreements regarding funding, responsibility, accountability and faculty participation in

programs

• provide a mechanism for more rapid development of programs and provision of resources by the

administration to support new opportunities in education, research, clinical activities or service

• establish a mechanism for evaluating and phasing out programs that no longer meet quality and/or

strategic goals criteria, thereby allowing efficient reallocation of limited resources

• establish a mechanism that insures that decision making functions of faculty and administrators are

accompanied by authority and accountability

The Graduate School currently has a mechanismfor supporting the establishment of multidisciplinary

Centers at the University, the 'Interdisciplinary Research and Postbaccalaureate Education' program. This

provides a maximum of $50,000 per year for two yearsto establish new Centers that involve faculty from

more than one college. The proposed PIDP effort of the ARC is broader in scope, and will provide for

both initiating new programs and supporting ongoing programs at various levels of support.

Implementation of the ARC PIDP effort shoul~ be done in a manner that is independent of and avoids

cQ!!flict with the existing Graduate School program. We see no reason why a meritorious program might· .

not receive support from both the ARC and the Graduate School.

Definitions of Programs and Inter-Disciplinary Programs

It is important that the ARC and its colleges and schools foster and support the development of

interdisciplinary programs, programs that represent cutting edge efforts in education and in basic and

clinical research. One important aspect is that they bring together faculty with diverse expertise. At the
-, =- .. =-

same time, there can be great value to the faculty and the institution in fostering and supporting high

quality programs that may not necessarily be bJg~::dl,x interdisciplinary. Thus, the Task Force has not

attempted to define what an 'interdisciplinary' program is, and has de;eloped recommendations that will

be applicable to both broadly interdisciplinary programs as well as programs that may be limited to a single

issue or discipline in on~ department or school. An assessment of the extent ofinterdisciplinary

interactions within a proposed program will be one of the criteria applied to its review and evaluation. This

is much like Nlli program project application where one criteria for evaluation is an "integrated effort". It

may be that the ARC would determine that broadly interdisciplinary programs would receive a higher

priority in this regard.

7
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Existing and anticipated programs ~ithin the ARC vary greatly with respect to the number of participating

faculty, the administrative responsibilities of the program, and the size and scope of the programs'

missions. The names given to these such as 'program', 'laboratory', 'center', 'institute', do little to define

these parameters. In order to facilitate discussion of program implementation, and how the mechanisms

mayvary depending on the scope of the program, the Task Force developed definitions for five categories

of programs. A description of each category is given here, along with some examples of existing
---programs in each category.

Programs are defined as Categories 5 through 1, Category 5 being the least complex. In the descriptions

below, the additional complexity of advanced level categories is described. In general the more advanced

categories would also include many functions of the programs at lower levels of program complexity, but .

these are not repeated in the definitions. Thus, a Category 3 program might include most or all of the

functions of Category 4 and 5 programs but only the additional functions of the Category 3 are described

in its definition.

Category 5 PIDP
The function of a Category 5 PIDP is to provide identity to a single investigator or group of investigators.

This may be for th~.P~res of fund r~~~g (grants, foundation or private donations); other reasons

might exist. No institutional resources are committed beyond the current salary for faculty and no VIa ~
adminis~ative or formal governance structures are required. Approval for use of a particular name should

nevertheless be required at the ARC level to avoid duplication of names that would lead to confusion

internally or externally. An example of a Category 5 PIDP might be an investigator studying a particular

disease, who may have private individuals or groups interested in making donations in support of the

research.

Examples: Equine Resourc~~i;'yCOll~g~t9f.Veterinary Medicine)
Bob Al~son At~ar~1tCentep(Medical School)
Leuk~IlliaTas~(Medlc~ol)
ECG Readinge (School of Public Health)

Category 4 PIDP
The function of a category 4 PIDP is to provide coordination of the efforts of a group of faculty

representing a particular fi~ld. It could provide for communication among the group (e-mail lists/ WWW

page, newsletters, seminar series, retreats), as a voice for the group within the AHC (e.g.. requests for

shared equipment or resources, input into recruitment of faculty in the represented area, etc.), as a vehicle

for enhancing recognition of the field at the ARC (both internally and externally), as an entry point for

companies with interests in the field, and as a fund raising vehicle. Institutional resources committed to

the PIDP would be small (typically less than $100,000 which might be for things such as seminar support

and administrative support). Administration might consist of a director responsible for the PIDP and a
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faculty advisory group, and no fonnal governance structure would be required. Space would not be

assigned to the PIDP beyond a small amount that might be needed for administrative support functions.

Approval of the fonnation of a level 4 PIDP would require approval of the Dean or Provost, depending on

the faculty involved and the source of resources committed to the PIDP.

no P\P b

J~~,'1"""-~4\\)""1
Examples:

,/'""

Food Animal Biotechnology (College of Veterinary Medicine)
Environmental paaholo(Medical School)e <Facial Pai' rou ..... School of Dentistry)
fente r Researc .' .cultural~Health (School of Public Health)

. ota Area Geriatric Educatio~choOl of Public Health)

Category 3 PIDP
The function of a Category 3 PIDP would be to PIQvide the support functions needed by a group of faculty

with shared education, research or service/clinical interest:s and generally (ideally) occupying contiguous

~ Category 3 PIDP would have space assigned to it, and a fonnalized administrative mechanism

\ . ing a director with administrative responsibility appointed or confmned out of the Provosts office).

Institutional resources committed to the PIDP would be small tbIIlocl~rit~Xtypically ranging from
\'-,c ,', ..../'"

$100,000 and over), and would be used to provide for clerical suppmfcaJ;~d shared equipment needs of the

.group of investig.ators. '0","., '. r\ ")

Examples: Qw~=~e~i~ChOOI).als and Biomechanics (::::1 o:ntis~)
MN Oral Health Clinic ese ente School of Dentistry)
Clinical Outcomes Research . ente 001 of Public Health)

Category 2PIDP
The primary distinctions between this category and those above is with respect to administrative

• . &

responsibilities and the ability for faculty to have joint apEointments (with the possibility of some salary

commitment from the PIDP). Additional administrative responsibilities might include grants

administration and accounting, and assigned academic responsibilities. A category 2 program would not

be the primary tenure granting unit for any faculty member, but would have fonnal input into the

tenure/promotions process in the home department of faculty that receive partial salary support from the

PIDP.
,/-;:=:~:::,::~

Examples: i?~stitu:~.~.:\~...\man Ge.netics (M...' edical School)
~nter edic, ) .

BiomeCtteM . inee', Cente (BMEC) (Medical School)
Veterinary Research ren ollege of Veterinary Medicine)
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Example:

Category 1 PIDP
A category 1 PIDP would be essentially equivalent to existing departments, with the exception that faculty

c ::

within the PIDP might have appointments in different schools. It would have the ability to grant tenure

and provide all the infrastructure to support faculty that a department provides.

~iomedicalEngineem8(BMEI) (Medical School and Institute of Technology)

Funding of PIDPs

The original IDP Committee, in their final report, included a list of a series of options for providing

funding for programs. The Task Force reviewed these and developed the following recommendations:

A. The task force recommends that a pool of funds be set aside for program development. prior to the

approval of any new programs. This pool of funds will be held by the Provost's office and be made

available only to PIDPs submitted, evaluated and funded by a standardized process. The source of this

pool of funds may be new funds provided to the ARC or reallocation of existing funds to achieve this end.

Contributions to this pool might also include (l) excess revenues over expenses generated by operations of

programs (e.g. clinical and service), (2) a set percentage of royalty or licensing income of the ARC

consistent with University policy, and (3) external sources (e.g. corporate seed money, Medical Alley,

insurerslhealth care systems, foundations, etc.).

B. The Task Force strongly recommends that for PIDPs having faculty with significant external grant

support and located in PIDP space (Category 3 and above), a formula-based approach be developed for.•.

distribution of support funds to the PIDP. The formula would be tied to revenues generated by the

program (e.g, research grant dollars, etc.) and to the support services provided by the PIDP, As an

example, if grants were to be administered through the PIDP then it would receive a formula-based

fraction of the revenue amount from the ARC to pay the costs of providing this service. The PIDP could

elect to develop those services themselves or "outsource" them elsewhere in t~e ARC to derive the best

cost or service. Alternatively, if the grants of the faculty within the PIDP are administered through their

home Departmental units, the PIDP would not receive this portion of the formula based dollars. Other

functions that might be included in this formula based approach could include clerical support, faculty and

staff telecommunication costs, computers and shared equipment.

The Task Force did not attempt to address the issue of clinical Practice Plan income and how this might

affect funding of PIDPs. This issue can better be addressed after the Fairview merger and faculty practice

plans are completed. In principal, some sharing of responsibility for faculty salary, space, infrastructure,
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Program Approval and Review

support costs and clinical or service income should occur between departments and PIDPs with faculty

belonging to both. I \ . A A "
~ [j\,i-J ./\. ,,~

'-f~ ~-...f'J'

{;>,{oO\ ~~c
" '-J"\<J\eA

The Task Force has developed a process for review and approval of new program proposals that will

provide for the application of objective, scholarly, scientific and ARC, school or college programmatic

criteria, with appropriate peer review input from both faculty and administrators. To a considerable extent,

the process is analogous to the National Institutes of Realth system for reviewing and approving

proposals. Ifwe view the proposed process akin to the manner used in the NIH grant model this has the

advantage that it clearly defines the mechanisms of faculty and administrative input and the overall process.

As with NIH, faculty can be equated with principal investigators, Study Section members and Council

members. Faculty initiate new program proposals, provide objective peer review of merit, and contribute

to formulation of programmatic goals. Importantly, as with other granting agencies each and every faculty

member will have equal opportunity to make the case to secure the resources to develop their programs.

University faculty/administration overseeing the PIDP program can be equated with NIH Program

personnel, Council and administration. They are the group responsible for administrating the PIDPs and

will be responsible for formulation of programmatic goals and have final authority and accountability in the

approval and oversight of programs. Overall we believe that this is a model that most faculty involved in

peer review funding to support their research understand well.

The process for initiation, review and approval of new programs is diagrammed below. Pre-proposals

('letters of intent') will all be reviewed BY THE PIDP COUNCIL at the ARC level, and based on this

preliminary screen then full proposals would be submitted and be reviewed at either the ARC level or the

School level. The decision as to whether review will be at the ARC or School level will depend upon the 

funding sources and the "home units" ofthe faculty involved in the program. If all of the faculty are

within a single School and only School resources are being requested, review will be within the School.

If there are faculty from multiple Schools involved in the proposal and funds are being requested from the

ARC, review will be at the ARC level. It is strongly recommended that parallel structures for this process

be established at the ARC level and in each School so as to standardize the whole process.
rlw'w~"'"'-·-r ,. . ws ........

In order to optimize flexibility and the ability to respond to new opportunities in a timely manner, it is

recommended that there beJ.wo submission, revie\XeaI1d funding cxcles per y~ar. Deadline dates for '1 () ~n
proposal submission should be established that do not coincide with NIH proposal application deadlines.~

Firm dates for application submission, review, funding decision and clear delineation on the part of the

ARC or schools regarding funds availability should be established. Faculty should know that there is a

reasonable chance for funding if they are going to go to the effort of submitting a proposal.
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PIDP Proposals: Review and Approval

Faculty Innovation

T .
~ Pre-proposal document submitted-- ~~ Dept. Heads and
~ '. T relevant Deans notified

Recommended for revision r-------P-1-D--P--'C-o-u-n-c-n--------,
and resubmission (with
written reasons provided) o..J.e./" p'?r Pr8't'8sts, Assoc. Deans and Faculty)

\.... ReVIew ror: Program overlap ... Not invited to submit
_____ Resources required - written reasons provided

Faculty/School/ARC strategic goals
Assign to School or ARC review

AHC

Full Proposal
Submitted to

Provost's Office

• Proposal Summary pcsted to
'uTtUJlr 't '£ t b f, It'hi I, gl~OI eonnnenyacu )'

Optioned
• External written reviews solicited

• External site visit team assembled

T

SCHOOL BASED

Full Proposal _
Submitted to
Dean's Office

•Faculty invited to develop full proposal
r-----------, (with written comments/suggestions)

~~

• Pfcpcsal Summary posted to'
J.,V'.,VVI site fur ecmment by faculty

Gpticn81 .
• External written reviews solicited

• External site visit team assembled

T
Reviewed by Faculty of School
(e.g. Executive Committee, Research

Committee, etc.)

Review of Proposal,
Critique, Priority Score .

Recommendations (including budget),
IDean's Office I,

Approval & Budget,
Notification of PIDP Council, Provost's/Dean's

Council and relevant Dept. Heads

PIDP Faculty Review Panels
(Faculty)

1. Research
2. Education
3. Clinical/Service

Review of Pro osal..
Critique, Priority Score

Recommendations (including budget),
PIDP Council

(Vice Fro vosts, Assoc. Deans and flacutcy)

Funding and Budget
Recommendations

ProvostlDean's Council

Final Approval
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PROGRAM INITIATION: THE PRE-PROPOSAL PROCESS

A PIDP pre-prop<;>sal will be prepared by one or more faculty, with the proposal initiating from the faculty

or in response to ar~guest for ;wplication (RFA) from heads, deans or the Provosts' of~ce. The initiating ~ <} \A

group will identify the category level they ckem appropriate for the proposed program based on the i~ Ii 'v <;;:.

function, administration, and requested resources for the program. This identification will then provide G"'7 '7~-J
guidance as to major items that need to be addressed in the proposal. The pre-proposal format and detailed "6l,t'l,
description is included in the Appendix. Deadlines for twice yearly submission of pre-proposals will be F>o..~
established. 141

"'r. '"
~-~ -'

13\f\

i ,,-< \, ,')

Pre-proposals will be reviewed by the PIDP Council to determine whether there are competing units within \f

the~C (existing or p~oposed),whether there is a fit with school, college or ARC strategic goals and b:'::''''
whether the proposed budget is feasible with regard to available resources. As a part of this initial review' ~~ \.,~

process, the Council may request an interview with a representative of the group that submitted the pre- V() v ~
proposal. The review will result in one ofthree outcomes: (1) not invited to submit a full proposal (with h.-, ') ~i -
written reasons provided), (2) requested to resubmit a pre-proposal with modificat~ons, or (3) invited to ~,,~ -

submit a full proposal. {oi
- . "4- O'{

A pre-proposal will not be approved (not invited to submit a full proposal), if it is the judgment of the'-., '~~~.s.i ~.
PIDP Council that even wit~ modifications it would not result in a successful review. In this case, ( C{ ~ ~- i ,,':

however, a group may nevertheless submit a revised pre-proposal. A request to resubmit a pre-proposal - .~,~ .;:

would occur when rev~ew b~ the Co.u~cil identifies ~ay~ i~ W~Ch the pro~osal might be improved, fo~ ~
example by the group mcludmg additional faculty With sIIDllar mterests. Fmally, when a pre-proposal IS ~(')~-{-

approved the group will be invited to develop a full proposal for complete review, with any suggestions tt'G_"'"

resulting from the initial review being provided in writing to the group.' The fonnat ~or a full proposal is k, '1' 4
included in the Appendix. In cases where a group is invited to submit a full proposal, the PIDP Council li p ~

will also determine the level at which it will be reviewed, either at the ARC or School level. For those to .(1 i~ ~

be reviewed at the ARC level, the Council will also determine which PIDP Review Panel (Education, (1,

Research or Clinical/Service) will conduct the review, depending upon the primary functions and missions ~~~
ofthe proposed program. It is acknowledged that there will be overlap in ap~ogram'sfunctions, but one ~~ L- f. _
area might predominate. In cases where there is about equal weighting of areas the PIDP council will f;{, ']
assign the proposal to one of the PIDP Review Panels. --0 ~ ) ~

~ t~-
C,vf

Planning Funds. The Task Force recommends that some funds be ~ade available to support planning I \..v 10, ... !
efforts that will lead to submission of a PIDP proposal. These would be distributed based on a request q \'0\, 7
from a group in the form of an abbreviated pre-proposal and planning .budget, and approval by the PIDP r~~ ,., tj'

\ -c."c~ (J.'l \- 'l- T <.A \~ ,), ,,-,\!oJ I \",~(JV \r"'\D \<x t.",- (f *' 0 -{' \I ~j

ti~
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Council (see below). Such funds might be used for clerical support, consultants, etc. and would normally

be less than $10,000.

PIDP REVIEW GROUPS OF THE ARC

The Task Force recommends that two types of review groups be established for review of PIDPs at the

AHC level, a single PIDP Council and three PIDP Review Panels (Education, Research and

Clinical/Service). These groups will function similarly to NIH Council and Study Sections, respectively.

The makeup and functions of these groups are described below.

PIDP Review Panels. Three PIDP Panels will be established to review PIDP proposals whose

primary functions and missions are in Education, Research and Clinical/Service. The Review Panels will

function in essentially the same way as an NIH Study Section, carrying out an in-depth review of the

scholarly and scientific merit of each of the proposed PIDPs. These reviews will result in a written

critique and priority scores for (1) scholarly/scientificquality, (2) extent of interdisciplinary interactions,

and (3) relevance to ARC or school strategic goals, for each proposal. These written reviews and priority

scores will be used by the PIDP Council in determining funding recommendations. The chairs and

members of the Review Panels will be faculty members appointed by the PIDP Council in consultation

with the Deans, with the goal of achieving a broad representation of ARC expertise in each area; Review

Panels might have fifteen to twenty members so that no one school or area becomes disadvantaged. Also,

not all people will be available at the time of the reviews. Terms of PIDP Panel membership will be three

years, with the possibility of a member serving two terms. Review Panels will have discretion in enlisting

the aid of ad hoc reviewers in cases where additional expertise in a particular area is needed.

PIDP Council. A single, ARC-wide PIDP Council will be established to function in much the same

way that NIH Institute Councils function. Responsibilities of the Council will include among other things:

1. Review of pre-proposals and, for those invited for submission as full proposals, assignment of

reviews to either ARC or School level.

2. Assignment of each proposal to one of the three PIDP Review Panels, for those proposals to be

reviewed at the ARC level.

3. Determination of final recommendations for PIDP establishment and funding, based on the priority

scores from the Review Panels, along with considerations of funds availability, need, availability of

other resources, distribution of programs among areas (Education, Research and Clinical/Service)

and Schools, novelty and innovativeness, and fit or alignment with school/college and ARC

strategic goals.
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4. Assembling the chairs and faculty membership of the PIDP Review Panels, in consultation with the

deans and following a general solicitation of interest from faculty.

Depending on the final organization of the ARC, The PIDP Council will be made up of the Vice Provosts

of Research, Education and Clinical Affairs, selected Associate Deans (or the equivalent) from the various

schools, and faculty members. It is recommended that this group BE 10-15 IN NUMBER, include

approximately seven Associate Deans and eight faculty members, NOMINATED BY THE

FACULTY AND APPROVED BY THE DEANS. in addition to the Vice Provosts. Faculty

members of the Council will be appointed by the Vice Provosts in consultation with the Provost and

Deans' Council and MEMBERS will serve for a period of three to five years. If the size of the group

proves unwieldy a more abridged yersion could be constructed.

PROGRAM APPROVAL

Full proposals, submitted for twice yearly deadlines following review and approval of pre-proposals, will

be reviewed either at the AHC or School levels. For ARC review, proposals will first be reviewed by one

of three PIDP Review Panels (i.e. Study Sections), Education, Research or Clinical/Service. For each

proposal, the Review Panel will determine priority scores in three categories, (1) scholarly/scientific

quality, (2) extent of interdisciplinary interactions, and (3) fit Of alignment with ARC strategic goals. A

second level review will then be done by the PIDP Council, and will include consideration of the priority

scores of the Review Panels, along with considerations of funds availability, need or demand for other

resources e.g. space, balance ordistribution of programs among areas (Education, Research and

Clinical/Service) and Schools, and fit with ARC strategic goals. As a result of this review, the Council

will develop funding recommendations and forward them to the ProvostlDeans' Council. Final approvals

will be done by the ProvostlDeans' Council. Given what may amount to some fairly significant time

demands, the Provost/Deans' Council might consider delegating this responsibility to the PIDP Council

after some experience and comfort with the process has been gained.

Level of Review Depending on PIDP Category

The extent of the review process will vary depending on the category level of the proposed PIDP.

Category 5 proposals that request no institutional funds (i.e. no funds over and above those already

committed to the involved faculty through their home units) will only proceed through the pre-proposal

process, primarily to "insure that the name being used does not overlap with existing or proposed PIDPs (to

avoid internal and/or external confusion) and to insure entry into an AHC-wide database of PIDPs. These

can be reviewed and approved administratively, and the outcomes simply reported to the PIDP Council

and ProvostlDeans' Council. This streamlined review will facilitate instances where a group of faculty

15
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1. Member, Faculty not located in the PIDP space but having affiliation with the PIDP. The PIDP

would not have formal input into P&T for faculty having this status.

2. Member occupying PIDP space. This would include all faculty located within space assigned

to the PIDP. The PIDP would not have formal input into P&T for faculty having this status.

Review andApproval of PIDPs at the School Level

OPERATION OF PIDPs

FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN PIDPS: MEMBERSHIP AND JOINT
APPOINTMENTS .

PliPs of Category 3 and above (1 and 2) might have three types of faculty membership:
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3. Fostering the development of faculty leadership within the program, i.e. a leadership mentoring

program to create a cadre of faculty who could be PIDP leaders or leaders in their field

elsewhere.

4. Budget oversight and reporting

The PIDP proposal will include a proposed management structure that will provide for faculty input and

advice into administrative decisions.

The Director of the PIDP will be THE PROGRAM LEADER CHOSEN BY THE FACULTY

WHO WILL DETERMINE THE METHOD BY WmCH THIS IS ARRIVED AT.appointed

by the Dean (if School based) or the Provosts Office (if ARC based) and will HOWEVER, THIS

MAY involve either a search or administrative approval process WHICH WILL HAVE TO BE

consistent with University policy AND APPOINTMENT WILL BE MADE BY THE DEAN OR

PROVOST'S OFFICE IN THE LATTER CASE. The faculty of the PIDP will have input into the.

decision of the ProvostlDeans Council in filling this position. A rigorous review of the PROGRAM

. AND THE Director's performance will be done at the time of the ON A cyclic BASIS review' of the

Program (see below, Program Performance and Oversight).

ADMINISTRATION

The Director of the PIDP will report to the appointing authority. This will be the Dean, for a School-based

PIDP, or an ARC Vice Provost or the Provosts Council, or a 'Lead Dean' designated by the Council, for

.ARC-based PIDPs.

FUNDS FLOW

Funds will flow from the Provost's Office, likely via a designated Vice Provost, to the Director 'of the

PIDP for programs supported by ARC funds. For School-based PIDPs supported by School funds,

funds will flow from the Dean to the Program Director. The mechanisms discussed above should provide

for equal faculty ability to access and compete for funds. It will also provide for School based or more

"local" autonomy for establishing program priorities. Another overarching objective of the PIDP Task

Force was to improve the ability of University of Minnesota faculty to establish and gain national and

international recognition for truly interdisciplinary programs. To accomplish this we must assure that we

are reviewing and monitoring programs in clear, measurable ways.

The Task Force strongly recommends that written agreements regarding financial obligations (with

duration of terms specified) be established for all units involved in providing resources for operation of the

PIDP, including Faculty Practice Organizations and external parties where applicable. For example, for a

18
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faculty member receiving partial salary support from their home department and from the PIDP, this

arrangement should be in the form of a written agreement between the Department Head and the Program

Director. Other arrangements involving written agreements might include IDC sharing, grants.

administration, etc. The Task Force strongly argues that the old way of doing business must change to a

more open one with unambiguous processes and open peer review.

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE AND OVERSIGHT

For the School based PlOPs some decision making process which engages others to work with the dean is

recommended. The period of funding approval for PIDPs will normally be 3 to 5 years, with the period

determined by the Dean (School-based) or PIDP Council (AHC-based) based on the review of the

proposal. During the period of active funding, a PIDP may submit a supplemental proposal' requesting an

increased level of funding or other resources such as space and/or movement to a higher level category, for

example from a category 3 to a category 2 PIDP. Supplemental proposals will be reviewed by the same

mechanism as new proposals.

YEARLY PROGRESS REPORTSIBUDGETS

The Director of the PIDP will submit yearly Progress Reports and Budgets, essentially equivalent to an

Nlli non-competing renewal application. These will be reviewed by the responsible administrator (Dean's

or Provost's office). Copies of all yearly Progress Reports and Budget requests will be provided to the
. .

Provosts office; these could be then put in a data base for the Dean's Council, Provost's office to review.

Also, the benefits could be weighed of having these, or edited versions of them, put on a web page for

anyone in the organization to review. This might also aid outside sponsors looking to work with faculty in

a given area.

COMPETITIVE RENEWAL OF PIDP FUNDING

At least one funding cycle before the end of the approved funding period, a full proposal for continuation

of the PIDP may be submitted. This will be reviewed in the same way as new proposals (Fig. 1).

Outcomes of this review could include:

• Continuation of the PlOP - maintenance ofthe status quo.

. • Movement to the next level category, where greater commitment, responsibilities, etc. occur (e.g.,

category 3 to 2), as a result of outstanding performance on the part of faculty, changing needs,

positive review, shift in institutional strategic goals or successes in securing financial or other
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resources from outside of the institutions (e.g., grants, contracts, philanthropy, etc.). This would

occur if requested by the PIDP in the renewal proposal and approved by the PIDP Council following

review.

• Movement to a lower level category (e.g. category 2 to 3) as a result of changing needs, negative

review, shift in institutional strategic goals, funding limitations, constraints on other resources, etc.

This could occur either at the request of the PIDP in the renewal proposal (although somewhat

unlikely), or upon recommendation of the PIDP Council as a result of the review.

• Elimination or the "sunset" of the PIDP as a result of changing needs, negative review, shift in

institutional strategic goals, funding limitations, etc. This could occur either at the request of the

PIDP (unlikely), or upon recommendation of the PIDP Council as a result of a negative review of the

renewal proposal.
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PROGRAMS AND INTER-DISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
(PIDP)

Pre-Proposal Format.......... page 21

Proposal Format.. page 22
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Before full strategic planning is undertaken by a group intending to submit a plan for an PIDP, a pre

proposal should be submitted to the Provost Council for preliminary review. The pre-proposal should be

succinct (2-3 pages), clear, and written for non-specialists. It should include the following' sections:

Executive Summary:

This is a summary of the program elements, the program mission and goals, and a description of the

relationship to the goals of the AHC. It should include information about the expected duration, the

constituencies to be served, the magnitude of the resources required, and a statement of the need being

addressed by the program. It should indicate the PIDP category level being proposed.

Program Description:

This is a brief description of the proposed program including its goals and objectives and its scientific, .

scholarly or clinical/service importance. There should be a description of the current status of the

program, or in the case of a newly formed unit, the status of program-related activities in the AHC.

Program Potential:

This is a summary of the likely "productivity" of the proposed program in the various ways the faculty

believe it will contribute to the AHC. The faculty should also define to the greatest degree possible the

ways in which these contributions could be measured. The proposal should indicate the projected

outcomes including academic impact, the potential for excellence, and the projected revenue flow to the

ARC/School from the Program's activities, e.g. research, clinical/service and or education. An

assessment should be given of how the program's success would be determined.

Program Resource Projections:

This section should include in summary form the fiscal, personnel and space needs of the program along

with likely sources for these items. Assumptions made in the projections should be identified in such a

way that they can be used to examine the financial risks associated with the program. Use of existing

resources should be indicated. This will facilitate assessment of the performance of the PIDP in light of its

projections.
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Cover Page- Title, Category, Period of request, Year 1 and total funds requested, list of

participating faculty

Mission statement - A brief statement of the mission of the proposed program

Executive summary

Background

1. Description of existing efforts in the Program area

2. Participants in the Program- include Biosketches of faculty involved in the proposed

Program

Description of proposed Program

1. Proposed category and rationale

2. Functions of program

3. Governance structure

4. Administrative structure

5. Potentials for Program revenue (e.g. Training grants, clinicaVservice income, private

and corporate donations, etc.)

6. Requested funds and other resources and their planned uses - a narrative discussion of

proposed budget and resource requests (i.e. budget/resource justification)

Proposed Budget

Proposed budgets for years one through five of the proposed program (include funds

available to the Program from sources other than this request (e.g. Training Grants,

clinical/service income, etc.)

Resources Request - space, etc.

Strategic PlanlTimeline for Program Development

Goals and benchmarks for progress

Relation to missions of the SchooIlAHClUniversity

Statements of support

. Letters of support from relevant department heads, Deans, Directors of other Programs
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MASTER PLAN FOR AHC FACILITIES

Facilities are a critical resource for the faculty, staff and students of the Academic Health
Center. The AHC's ability to carry out its education, research and service missions
depends on having sufficient space to meet programmatic needs and having space that is
functional, cost-effective, well-maintained, and well-managed.

We face major facilities issues in the ARC. Demand for space far exceeds current
capacity, and ARC facilities have serious structural and functional deficiencies. User
frustration is very high, there is intense competition within and between schools for space,
and we have had to lease considerable space off-campus at a cost of several million dollars
annually.

The complexity of the situation facing the ARC is the result of many factors: the increasing
and changing programmatic needs of schools; the age of many ARC facilities; the large
backlog of deferred maintenance and upkeep of University facilities; the inadequacy of
current classrooms to meet current and future needs; the high cost of renovating old
buildings; the non-feasibility of renovating many existing ARC facilities for research
laboratories; the serious structural problems of the Jackson, Owre, Millard, and Lyons
complex and consequent need to replace it; the University's plans under RCM to charge for
space; the opening of the new Basic Sciences and Biomedical Engineering Building; and
the sale of the University Hospital facility and continued leasing of space to Fairview for
hospital and clinic operations.

Over the past two years, there has been a concerted, faculty-driven effort to solve these
problems and matters on an individual school basis. While some progress has been made,
it has become apparent that we cannot solve our facilities problems on an individual school
basis. It is in everyone's best interest that we take an ARC-wide approach and put together
a master plan that covers all AHC facilities. Following is a description of the process for
developing the master plan that will involve faculty, staff, students, and administrators.
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ABC SPACE COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Charge: Develop a new paradigm for facilities management in the AHC, including
recommendations for a new management process and a draft master plan for AHC
facilities. The committee shall establish task forces as necessary to assist in its work.
There will be three task forces initially: Phase II, New Building, and Classroom. The
committee shall serve as a resource to and provide overall coordination of the task forces;
consolidate recommendations; and forward recommendations, policy issues, and other
concerns to the Provost Office and Deans Council.

Committee Members: The new AHC Facilities Director will chair. Members will
include representatives from the Phase II, New Building, and Classroom task forces as
well as other AHC-wide representatives.

Facilities Manaa:ement Paradia:m

Charge: Develop recommendations for a new management process for AHC facilities
and space.

1) Conduct an inventory of current assignments and use. Ensure development of an
automated database with the capacity for space planning, management, inventory,
and reporting.

2) Define roles, responsibilities, authorities and accountability for managing space in
the AHC.

3) Develop a process for defining space needs, evaluating space utilization, and
developing guidelines for the assignment and reassignment of space.

Until the Coordinating Committee has completed its work, decisions on space assignments
will be made by the dean of the appropriate school and the Provost, where necessary. The
decisions will be coordinated by the committee and its Phase II task force.

Principles:

The operating principles for this task force are:

1) All space is an AHC resource.

2) Once space is assigned to a college/school by the AHC, the dean is responsible for
assigning and managing the space.

3) The AHC will directly manage space used by interscholastic programs and
classrooms with interscholastic use.

4) The AHC facilities staff will be responsible for managing the facilities aspects of
space/buildings.

Timeline: The Coordinating Committee will serve as an interim structure until a new
facilities management process and master plan for AHC facilities are developed and
adopted. The timeline for the delivery of the proposed management process and master
plan is September 1, 1997.
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PHASE II TASK FORCE

Charge: Complete work on the Basic Sciences and Biomedical Engineering Building
(BSBE) project:

1. Complete feasibility studies of Mayo 5,6, and 7; MoosT 2,3,4, and 5; PWB 7;
and the northeast quadrant of Mayo for research, education, and faculty/staff
offices. The feasibility studies will be conducted by Rafferty Rafferty Tellefson
Architects.

2. Complete recommendations for space assignments for:

a. Research programs not accommodated in the new BSBE building. (Space
currently assigned in BSBE will not be reassigned.)

b. The genetics development initiative.
c. Potential needs related to the reorganization of the biologic sciences.
d. Research Animal Resources·Program needs in Diehl Hall

3. Finish development of the BSBE facilities management plan.

Constraints:

Any remodeling in Phase II for JOML must be considered temporary and of no more than
five years use. Space on Mayo 5, 6, 7 may be considered either temporary or permanent,
but may not be used for research laboratories. Mayo 5, 6, and 7 will become available to
the ARC over the next eighteen months or so, depending on the rapidity of its release by
Fairview for AHC use.

Task Force Membership:

Expand the current Phase II task force to include representatives from all ARC schools
(Veterinary Medicine and Duluth are optional). David Hamilton, Ph.D., will continue as
chair.

Timeline: The Phase II task force should complete its work on recommendations for
space assignments by June 30, 1997. Decisions on space assignments will be finalized
by the dean of the appropriate school, or Provost where necessary. ARC Facilities
Management staff will then review and manage implementation of the plan, a process that
will take two to three years to complete and that will include a faculty/user advisory group
to provide input on design, renovation and the move. The move into BSBE, expected in
June 1997, will continue under the guidance of an advisory group and AHC Facilities staff.
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Charge: To plan anew building to replace JOML including:

1. Develop the scope, programmatic needs and general design of the building.

2. Develop a plan for phased construction and move into the new building.

3. Help plan the build-out of the facility.

4. Help develop a financing plan for the facility.

Need:

The need for a new building to replace JOML, Mayo Auditorium, and possibly part of the
Mayo emanates from several considerations:

• Renovation of JOML to meet building code and program needs is as expensive as new
construction (maybe more).

• The School of Public Health needs to be consolidated into a single facility and made
whole.

• New specialized education facilities are essential.

• The reorganization of biologic sciences requires new, consolidated space to
accommodate undergraduate and graduate programs.

• Implementation of the AHC strategic plan requires new space for research and
education.

The need for a new building to replace JOML and Mayo Auditorium has been included in
the ARC's capital budget request, and the concept has been favorably received.

Task Force Membership: AHC-wide task force and representatives from the
biological sciences.

Timeline: Planning needs to be completed in order for the Governor and Legislature to
consider state funding for the project in 1998.

FT
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CLASSROOM TASK FORCE

Charge:

1. Perform a space, capacity, and use analysis of current classroom facilities.

2. Develop a plan for interim improvement of current classroom facilities.

3 . Develop a plan for new classrooms.

4. Serve as a resource for the Phase II and New Building task forces.

Timeline:

1. Complete initial work in time to be incorporated into the overall master plan for
ARC facilities, due September 1, 1997.

2. Continue as necessary to support the work of the Phase II and New Building
task forces.



April 21, 1997

Judy --

I have reviewed the Research Support Service Task Force draft document. I spent a considerable
amount of time with it. The document is lengthy and somewhat repetitious, so very few will read
it carefully. I suggest that a 2-3 page summary be prepared for wider faculty review.

As an FYI, here are some qualifications that attest to my ability to review such a document. I have
had unique experience on both sides (grantor and grantee) of the funding process.

a. National Funding
- Successfully competed for NIH funding for 15 consecutive years.
- Member of 19 special NIH Study Sections responsible for reviewing individual

investigator grants, Program Project Grants, and grants to small businesses (SBIR
grants). (Recently nominated for regular membership on a large NIH Study Section.)

b. Industrial Funding
- Employed in upper management (as a Senior Scientist) of a major corporation (Shering

Plough, Corp.) prior to joining the U of MN faculty; responsible for directing product
oriented medical research and for overseeing research contracted to University faculty

- Recipient of thirteen industry-sponsored grants from seven different corporations
including Schering-Plough, Corp., The Upjohn Company, Cyanamid International
Medical Products Division, Bouroughs-Wellcome, Inc., Sandoz Nutrition Corporation,
Searle Pharmaceuticals

c. Local Funding
- Recipient of eight research grants from six local agencies including the U of MN Graduate

School, MMF, U of MN Department of Surgery, U of MN Division of Medical
Technology, U of MN Hospitals and Clinics, U of MN Bone Marrow Transplant
Research Group

d. I have used animals consistently for 15 years at the Uof MN and I am very familiar with
RAR procedures.

I agree with the general theme of the document in that "time is money" and corporate research
cannot wait for current University bureaucr~cy. I have lost at least one industry-sponsored grant
due to foot-dragging by University committees. However, the Research Support Service Task
Force draft document contains many problematic areas, described in my attached written
comments.

I encourage you to share my comments with others, with or without my name as you see fit.



(Corporate) Research Support Service Task Force· draft (Feb. 1997)

COMMENTS:

1. The word "Corporate" must be added to the title.

2. Throughout the document, there is reference to the philosophy that research should be evaluated
in terms of "consistency with the mission and goals ofthe ARC, scientific merit, and
feasibility" (e.g., page 3, section 1.2.2). The goals of the AHC and scientific merit are
inappropriately referenced here and should be deleted or clarified.

Scientific merit is determined by the investigator and the sponsoring agency, and not by a third
party. Third parties are rarely as knowledgable as the PI in a specific scientific area. Third
parties should have authority to review the scientific merit of a proposal only if there is a
suspicion that the research is either unethical or clearly outside the AHC domain, such as
research incompatible with NIH or NSF. The academic freedom of the investigator must be
paramount. At one point in the Research Support Service document, there is a stated desire to
maintain the academic freedom of the investigator. However, AHC review of scientific merit is
simply at odds with the principles of academic freedom must be eliminated. In addition,
reference to AHC goals should also be eliminated here, or these goals should be articulated to
include ALL types of good research within the domain of NIH and NSF.

COMMENT: Although the NIH has specific goals and has specific research mandates from
Congress, the overriding consideration for funding any NIH research proposal is the scientific
merit of the proposal. Good science should be the primary consideration, and will ultimately
be of greater benefit to society than lower level research compatible with a predetermined goal.

(NOTE: AHC review and approval is not needed for federal (NIH and NSF) submissions and
such approval would clearly violate the principles of academic freedom. Why should such
AHC approval be permitted for corporate sponsored research?)

3. Throughout the document, there are recommendations that ARC Research Support Committee
members should be paid for their services. (It is unclear, if the person receives money or other
perks such as technician salary lines.) Nonetheless, this salary support should be omitted
because it is inconsistent with service responsibilities inherent in faculty positions. To be
consistent (and to be fair) faculty should then also receive salary reimbursement (or perks) for
extraordinary teaching loads or for serving on other time-consuming committees such as MMF
grant committee, NIH Study Section, Medical School Admissions Committee, Judicial
Committee, Faculty Consultative Committee, etc.

4. Page 9 (1.3.3): What are the implications of 33% royalty income diverted from ORTTA to the
ARC? Does President Yudof have authorization over this, and is he supportive?

5. Page 11 (1.3.5): This section discusses a Clinical Trials Coordinating Center. The term "and
animals" (third line) should be deleted because: (a) Animals are not involved in CLINICAL
trials by definition; and (b) Animals are never again discussed in this section.

6. Page 13 (1.4): The last sentence in this section seems at odds with the tone of the document
which continually stresses that the PIs bear ultimate responsibility for the research.

Last sentence in (1.4): "PIs electing to use the Research Support Service Office will be able to
assume, correctly, that their responsibilities are shared by experienced, informed, accountable
staff." VERSUS: Page 3 (1.2.2): " .....ultimately, it is the principal investigator upon whom
all responsibility for research an the associated process and regulation rests."

1



7. Page 16 (2.2.3): In CRMC decisions regarding conflict of interest, this section states. that the
"final decision authority should rest with the ARC, e.g., Vice Provost for Research or
deans....". It is not clear if the CRMC committee has ultimate authority or if it is merely
advisory. This must be clarified. If the CRMC is advisory, then the committee is powerless.
Also, how will disagreements between the committee and the VP for Research be resolved?
What if the VP for Research is the person with the potential conflict?

8. Page 16 (2.2.3): Regarding conflict of interest, the guideline is to restrict "realization of
economic gains until the work has been corroborated or reviewed by others than the PI.. ..".
This philosophy seems inadequate for a number of reasons. For example, if data are accepted
for publication in a refereed journal, these data can be considered "reviewed by others" and a
PI is permitted to maintain a conflict of interest. Because many lower tiered journals often
accept faulty research for a number of reasons including inadequate reviewing, etc., it seems
easy for "conflicted" research to take place.

9. Page 22-26 Use of Animals in Research. The Research Support Service Office (RSSO) should
not pre-review animal approval forms prior to submission to IACUC for a number of reasons.
This would make a PI subject to two layers of bureaucracy rather than one. The RSSO will
likely never be as helpful as the IACUC because a trained veterinarian is needed to answer the
majority of questions from PIs, and it is extremely improbable that a nonveterinarian will have
this level of knowledge. IACUC members are knowledgeable and include trained veterinarians
who make every effort to facilitate research. Although the IACUC already operates quite
efficiently, and although plans to increase efficiency appear underway (see RAR website), a
better RSSO role would be to make specific recommendations to the IACUC to further increase
IACUC efficiency, rather have nonveterinarians from the RSSO oversee the information in
animal approval (BA22) forms.

Page 25 (2.4.3) states that the RSSO "can assume much of the pre-review functions the
IACUC must now perform." These pre-review functions should be specified to assure
compliance with federal requirements, i.e., RSSO pre-review functions must not include those
items that require review by a licensed veterinarian.

10. Page 49 (3.1.11): The assumption is that "Most commonly a PI receives an industry
sponsored research protocol." This is often not true. Most commonly, an industry comes
with a problem, (e.g., the need to demonstrate proof of principle) and some general ideas for
the research. The investigator designs specific experiments that are then submitted to the
industry for modification/approval. Industry outlined protocols are most common in clinical
studies and in studies needed to fulfill specific FDA requirements, where experiments are
precisely described in published FDA regulations.

It is further stated in this section that "review of scientific merit and appropriateness to that
department's discipline(s)" must be undertaken. ARC review of scientific merit should be
eliminated. (See comment 2 above.)

11. Page 60 (3.2.11): In designing a research proposal for industry, a section entitled
"Anticipated Results" is appropriate and often facilitates funding.

12. What is the ARC policy for PI and Co-PI salary moneys generated by grants? Who receives
these moneys? Are any of these moneys returned to the investigator for his/her discretionary
use? This is likely important because the ARC is a "not for profit" enterprise, and it is
difficult to see any other mechanism for a PI to generate funds to purchase computers, to send
a technician to a meeting, to purchase a piece of equipment needed to generate data for a future
proposal, etc. ARC policy for salary reimbursement should be clear and consistent.
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13. Page 97 (3.3.31): The RSSO plans to eventually charge PIs for its service. It is difficult to
determine how a PI would have the funds to pay RSSO from a proposal that is in the process
of submission, i.e., a proposal that has not yet been funded. Can a PI incorporate RSSO
costs as a line item in an NIH/NSF proposal? If this is possible, RSSO's "fee-for-service"
could be a requirement that its costs be built into a proposal. However, RSSO should
continue to operate free of charge to all investigators who are in the process of submitting
proposals.

14. Assuming RSSO is responsible for increased AHC funding, then RSSO should, within a
projected period of time, be in a position to claim that it is cost effective (through increased
indirect costs to the AHC). A goal for increased AHC indirect costs should be established, so
there will be a benchmark to judge and justify the additional administrative expenses inherent
in establishing the Research Support Service Office (RSSO).

15. Enclosed is a copy of a Statement from the Senate Committee on Finance and Planning that
was distributed to the Senate at its recent April 17th meeting. Highlights of the document
include the following:

• No expenditures on administrative process redesign (including grants management) until
there are plans, budgets, and SPECIFIC expected outcomes/performance measures.

• The Committee on Finance and Planning expects to be given an opportunity to review
plans, budgets, and performance measures.

• New systems and procedures should not be duplicative in provostries or colleges; new
systems should be university-wide.

3
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STATEMENT

Senate Committee on Finance and Planning

March 4, 1997

Following lengthy discussions with senior officers of the University over the last
several months, in light of information available to it, the Committee makes the
following statements.

1. The faculty salary increases that have been proposed in the four-year budget
plan (increases sufficient to reach the mean of the top 30 research universities
within the next two to three years) should not be reduced, nor should the
schedule for achieving the goal be extended. Given the events of the recent
past, the vulnerability of the University to "raiding" by other institutions because
of both morale and salary problems, and the significant number of retirements
that are expected in the near future, it is critical that the faculty salary
increases be delivered as planned. This means that salary increases should be
taken "off the top" of state appropriations.

2. The proposed tuition increases, in the aggregate, should not in general be more
than the rate of inflation, and perhaps slightly less, given the accelerated rate
of increases in the past several years. The University should continue to seek
external funding to bolster student financial aid.

3. Retrenchments at all levels should be based on judgmental decisions and not
on an across-the-board basis. The Committee expects to be consulted about
budget plans made by the senior vice presidents, provosts, and deans before
they are approved by the central officers. The Committee is prepared to
comment publicly on any budget plan, at any level, that appears to do no more
than impose across-the-board reductions.

4. There should be no further expenditures on administrative process redesign (for
new computing systems in human resources, student systems, grants
management, and financial management) until (a) there are plans, budgets, and
SPECIFIC expected outcomes/performance measures for each of the new
systems, and (b) those plans are oriented toward simplification of processes and
enhancement. of accountability and efficiency. The Committee on Finance and
Planning expects to be given an opportunity to review those plans, budgets, and
performance measures. The administration should go on record agreeing that
no additional funding will be provided for these projects until it is shown that
the improvements will benefit the faculty, staff, and students in proportion to
their costs.

The Committee is not calling for a moratorium on systems improvements.
Systems are not now functioning and must be made effective. The Committee
is calling for serious scrutiny of how the needed improvements will be
accomplished and how it will be KNOWN that the improvements have been
made.



With respect to administrative process redesign, the Committee wishes to
emphasize that advanced systems must not simply continue practices that are
outdated, inefficient, or result in a diffusion of authority and responsibility, and
insists that there be more thought about what parts of processes are essential
and what parts are mere historical relics. The Committee also underscores the
importance of ensuring that new systems are understandable and usable at all
levels. The Committee requests the Senior Vice President for Finance and
Operations to report regularly on how procedures and processes will be
streamlined and shortened.

5. The Committee emphasizes that the University should not support development
of separate or duplicative administrative computing systems in different
provostries or colleges; new systems and procedures should be university-wide,
with useful interfaces at all departmental, collegiate, and other levels. For
example, the Committee has been informed of plans for introduction of a new
human resources system in one of the major units that is separate and different
from the central system being implemented. The Committee requests the
administration to explain the basis for the development of such a system and
for its cost and budget implications for the University as a whole.

6. The Committee notes that over the past four years, the charge for parking
contracts for faculty and staff has risen by over 9 percent per year while faculty
salaries have risen by about 3 percent per year. The Committee is also
annoyed at the minimal consultation in recent years about proposed parking
rate increases.

The Committee requests the administration to produce a budget for the
parking operations of the University for 1997-98 with no increase in general
parking fees.

7. The Committee is troubled by the significant discrepancy between long distance
telephone rates charged departments at the University (23 to 30 cents a
minute) and several other benchmarks:

Widely advertised and generally available rates of 15 cents a minute,
anytime, anywhere, and

rates charged to departments at other Big Ten public universities.

The Committee has been told that current charges are "being studied." It is
the strong presumption of the Committee that current charges cannot be
justified and that they should be adjusted before the beginning of the 1997-98
fiscal year. The Committee requests that the appropriate administrators inform
the Committee of the results of that study so that action can be taken before
the beginning of the next fiscal year.

The Faculty Consultative Committee previewed these statements before they
were adopted by the Committee on Finance and Planning, and unanimously endorsed
them in principle.
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RESOLVED, that on the recommendation of the S@nior Vice Pr$sident
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.I:iil.mJ:. Unit ftmn T..Q

COLLEGE OF A.GRICULTURAL, FOOD, AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Mrinal Bhallacharya Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering} Associate Professor P Professor P
Ann H. Duin Rhetoric Associate Professor P Professor P
Beverly R. Dorgan Agronomy and Planl Genelics Associate Professor P Professor P
Ralph W. Holzenthal Entomology Associate Professor P Professor P
Emily E. Hoover Horticultural Science Associate Professor P Professor P
.Edward A Niller Suit, Water, and Climate Associale Professor P Professor P
lo-hn W. Osborn Animal Science2 Associate Profes8or P Professor P

James C. Bell Soil, Ware.r. and Climate Assistant PmfessOI N Msociale Professor P
Brian L. Buhr Ap.pJied Economics Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Jay S. Coggins Appl:ied. Economics Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Nicholas R. Jordan A8mnomy and PlanL Genetics AssisLant Professor N Associate Professor P
Donald 1. LiII Applied Economics AssiSLanl Professor N Associate Professor P
Cindy B. Tong Horticultural Science Assislanl Professor N Associate PIOfessor P

WU1iam C. Koskinen SoU~ Water, and Climate Adjunct Associate Professor3 Adjunct PJOfessor3

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

.Associate Professor P

Adjunct Associate Professor

pProfessorAssociate Professor P

Assi.s:tant Professor N

Adjunct Assistant Professor

Landscape Architeclure

Archit.eeture

ArchileCture

Lance M. Neckar
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IuUeV. Snow
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Name Ilnll Erom IQ
I.D.... COLLEGE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES"-'It
CSl

a.. Robert M. Zink &:ology, .Evo~ution. and. Behavior Associate Professor P Profess()r P

.... Geoq~ianna May Plan t Biology . Assistant Professor N Associale Professor P....
(1l
'It

I.D
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRYC\I

I.D

C\I.... Bryan S. Michalowicz Preventive Sciences Assistant Professor N Associate Professor PI.D

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

PeterA. Hancock Kinesiology aJld Leisure Sludic.s AssociaLe Professor P Pmfessor P

SusanM. Watts Curriculum and Instruction Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P

UI
COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGYu.....

LL
LL
0 Sharon M. Danes Family Social Science Associate Professor P Professor P
(J)

Wanda W. Olson Design, HOllsing, and Apparel Ass.ociate Professor P Professor Pza:
UI Karen L. LaBal Design. Housing•.and Apparel AssisLa.nl Professor N Associate Professor PQ

I
U
(J)

Q HUMPHREY INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRSUI
:E

Ragui A. Assaad Assistant Professor N Ass.odate Professor P

M LAW SCHOOL
'It

['- Jimmy C. ellen Associafe Professor N Associate Professor PCSl
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1.0

" .COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS"-If)
~

a.. Arlene Carney Communication Disorders Associate Professor P Professor P
Nancy Roberts Journalism Associate Professor P Professor P

" Richard Rogerson Economics Associate Professor P Professor P
"(J'J Amy Sheldon Speech Cornmunicalion Associate Professor P Profe3sor Pv
1.0 Ann Wallner History Associate Professor P Professor P
N
1.0

N Mark Bjork Music Assistant Professor P Associate Professor P
"1.0

Yanjie Dian Sociology Assistan t Professor N Associate Professor P
Jeffrey.Broadbent Sociology Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Birgit Grund Statistics Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Josephine Lee English Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Margarel Maddux TheaterArts and Dance Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
Jean O'Brien-Kehoe History Assi stan t Professor N Associate Professor P
Jennifer Pierce Sociology Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
WendyRahn Political Science Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P

LJJ Joan A. Smith Theatre Arts and Dance Assistant Pmfessor N Associate Professor P
u
>-4

LL
LL
0

CARLSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEM.ENT4(J)

za: Rohe.rt W. Ruekert Marketing and Logislics Management Assoc:iale Professor P Professor PLJJ
Cl

:r:
Thomas P. Murtha Strategic Management and Organization Associate Professor N Associate Professor Pu

(J)

fi} John W. Budd lnduslrial Relations Assistanl Professor N Associate Professor PE
Arijit Mukherji Accounting Assistant Professor N Associate Proressor P
Yijiang Wang lriduslrial Relations Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
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Name lliili Emm I!l.
I.D

MEDICAL SCHOOLn

"I.D
CS)

a.. Susan A. Berry Pediatrics5 Associate Professor P Professor P
John M. Eyler History ofMedicine Associate Prof~ssor P Professor P

.-i Michael Garwood Radiology Associate Professor P Professor P.-i
(J) Jesse L. Goodman Medicine Associate Professor P Professor P~

HI Dale S. Gregerson Ophthalmology Associate Professor P Professor P
I.D Costantino Iadecoia Neurology Associate PTofessor P Pmfessor P
N Spencer H. Kubo Medicine Associate Professor P Prof.es8or P.-i
I.D Ping-Yee Law Pharmacology Assoc.iate Professor P Professor P

Lawrence Lockman Neurology6 ksociate Professor P Professor P
Mark S. Paller Medicine Assoc:iale Prafes.sor P Professor P
KeiUt M. Skubitz Medicine As.socime Professor P Professor P
C. Gail Summers Opn LhaLmolog)l6 Associate Professor P Professor P

Stephen Lawrence Archer Medicine Associale Professor T3 Professor T3
J. Douglas Cameron Ophthalmology7 Associate FlUfessor T3 Professor T3
Edward N. Janoff MecHcine Associale Professor T Profe.ssor T

w Kristin L. Nichol Medicine Associate Professor T Professor Tu....
~ Twothy W. Behrens Medicine Assistant Professor N Assoc[ale Professor P
(J) Christopher Gomez Neurology Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
z MattG. Kushner Psychiatry Assistant Professor N Assocaite Professor Pa:
w Jeffre.y S. Miller MaUcine Assistant Professor N Associate Professor PA

J: Daniel u.e Mueller Malicine Assfstan t Professor N Associate Professor P
u James T. Paewa Family Practice and Community Heallh Assistanl Professor N Associate Professor P(J)

A Christopher A. Pennell Laboratory Medicine and Pathology Assistanl Professor N Associate Professor Pw
E Jo"hn Peler Perentesis Pediatrics Assistant Professor N Associale Professor P

Donald A. Simone Psychiatry Assislanl Professor N Associale Professor P
Martin W.. Wesscndorf Cell. Biology and Neuroanatomy Assislant Professor N Associate Professor P
H. Joseph Yost Cell Biology and Neuroanatomy Assistant ProCessor N Associate Professor P
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Name llnit From TQ
lj)
rl INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (continued)"-(J)
l'Sl

a.. Saifallah Benjaafar Mechanical Engineering Assistant Profess.or N Associate Professor P
Eric Ganz Physics Assislanl Professor N Associate Professor P

..-t Mark Person Geology and Geophysi.cs Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P..-t
(J) Victor Reiner Malhemalics Assistant Professor N Associate Professo1 P"'2"

lj) Carol Shield Civil Engineering Assistant Professor N Associate Pro.fessor P
f\I Andrew R. Tee] Electrical Engineering Assistant Professor N Associate Professor Plj)

f\I Silanghua Teng Computer Sci-ence Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
..-t

Bapiraju Vinnakota Eteelrical Engineering Assistant Professor N Associate Professor Plj)

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDIC1NE

Russell F. Bey Veterinary PathoBiology Associate Professor P Professor P
David R. Brown Veteri nary PathoBio)ogy Associale Professor P Professor P

llJ UNIVERSITY OF M1NNESOTA, CROOKSTON
u.....
LL Susan A. Brorson Management Associate Professor P Profess-or PLL
0 Sharon E. Neel Arts and Sciences Associnle Profes.sor P ProCessor P
OJ

z
Bruce W. Brorson Management Assistant Professor P Associate Professor Pa:
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OJ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH, SCHOOL OF MED.lCINE
Q
llJ
E Jean F. i.. Regal Phannaco]ogy Associate Professor P Professor P
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Name l!nll Frn.m. I.a
ill
..-f

"-CSl. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS..-f

a..
James F. P. Cotter SCienee and Mathematics Associate Professor P Professor' P

..-f VasiUkie Demos Social Sciences Associate Professor P Professor P

..-f
(]'I

"'" Jon E.. Anderson Science and Mathematics Assistanl Professor N Associate Professor Pill
N Marg.aret Kuchenreuther Science and Mathematics Assistanl Professor N Associate Professor Pill

N Neil Lerollx Humanities Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
..-f Dian Lopez SCien-ce and Mathematics Assis"tant .Professor N Associate Professor Pill

Owen Rudney Education Ass:istant Professor N Associate Professor P

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTll

Linda Miller-Cleary English, Ubernl Arts Associate Profess-or P Professor P
Randall A. Gordon Psychology and MentaL Health. Educa"tion Associate Professor P Professor P

and Human Service Professions
UI Barry R. James MathemaHcs and Statistics. Science and Associate Professor P Professor P
u Engineering....
u.u.
0 Richard Davis Chemical Engineerif1.g, Science and AssistantProfessor N Associate Professor P
(J)

Engineeringz
([ Scolt~.Freundschuh Geograpby, Liberal Arts Assistant Professor N Associate Professor PUI
0 Jane Hovland Psychology and. Mental Healtht Education Assistant Profe.ssor N Associate Professor P
I and Human Service Professionsu
(J) June Li Accounting~Busin~and Economics Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
0 Robe.rt A. Repinski Art. Fine Arts .Assistanl Professor N Assoc:aite Professor PUI
E Cathryn Ufema Theatre~ Fine Arts Assistant Professor N Associate Professor P
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AliL·UNIVERSITY l)nOMOTION AND TENURE REyIEW PROCESS

a..
l'mal Perren!

2 1.3~

81 50.6%
65 400.6%
6 3.8%
6 3.8.%

160

PROMOTION AND TENURE SUMMARIES 19:9'6-97

.........
en
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~ Grand Total:
\.0

\.0.....
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:::: PossibleReoommencb.Lioll s:

Promoli.on and/or Tenure
TeBl1Je 0 IIIY
Promotion cn)y
Promod.on aDd Tenore

Continuation ill. Rank
Nonreappointment

Possible Levels
or .Re'Yjew:

Deparr.men1lUni~ faCility; Deparbll.enl He.adJChair, College or University Level Promotion and Tenure Review Commiltee;
Dean; ProvostlChanceUor; Senior Vice Presidenl ror Academic Affairs

RECOMMJt:NDATIONS SUBMITTED AT "l'HE POSSIBLE REVIEW LEVELS UNIVERSITY WIDE

Provost of lIle Provoslfor Provost fort Sr VP for
Depll Head! Coonege Un i'Yersil)/ Academic ArIS. Sciences. Professional Chancellor CfllUlcellor2 Chancell-or3 AcadeOIic

UJ !lnit Oair P&TCte ~ Ikao Health om leI & EOfineerin2- Studies orUMe of UMM ofUMD .Am.Ii..m
u....
tl: PtomolioR .andforTellure 141 12,S 133 14 ISO S8 39 32 3 '] 9 131
0

;.0 Conlinu.a.lioll in Rank 3 4 8 6· 4 1 4 1 6
z
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Il.. FACULTY TENURE AND/OR PROMOTION RECOMMENDATIONS

..... ...... .
~ There are 148 faculty members recommended for tenure and/or promotion.
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Ql 2 (2 m.ales, 0 females) are recommended fo-rconferral of"lenure at rank;
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~ 65 (42 males, 23 females) are recommended for tenure wilh promotion in rarik;

81 (58 males, 23 females) are recommended for promoti.on in rank. (59 of the 81 had previously been granted tenure:
40 males and 19 females)

Re-eommelJdaUons from present rank and status to proposed rank and stalus:
.MIlli! Female Th.tal

LlJ Associate Professor with "tenure to Professor with tenure 38 19 57
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~ Assistant Professor with tenure to Associate Professor with tenure 2 0 2
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~Tenured appointments IP}:

Probationary appointments (N):

... tNon-regular
appointments:
(F, T. A, U, V, D, I)

19J1Ii - 9 L

% within
Kal.• Female llppt t.ype

M 1

1,975 (S8.8t"} 529 {lS. B.i} 18.9 21.1

243 (7.2') 181 15.4\) 57.3 42."7

2.B1 (s.n) 14, (4.4\) 65., 14.3

1,966 (59. 6t)

275 {s.n)

213 (6.5\J

516 (15 . 6\ )

190 ,5.8\)

13-6 (4.1\)

19.2

59,1

61.0

20-.8

40.9

39.0

84.3 (25.6%)2,454 (74.U)

3,296

a57 (25.5%)

·to percent of Grand Total

3,356

2,499 (74.5i)
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A
U
V
D
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Indefinite tenure; regular appointment
Probationa.ry (tenure track); regula.r appointment
Fixed term contract writt.en for l1lore than one fiscal year; non-regular .appointment
T'emporary, cannot extend beyond the fiscal ~"ear; renewa.ble, non-regular appointment
Adj unct pre fix; noo-reogu lar appointment
Clinical pre-fix; non-regula.r appointment
Visiting prefix; non-r~gular appointment
annual. renewable, n·on-regular appointment; Medical School clinical t'rack faculty only.
multiple year fixed term, non-regular appointment; Medical Sc'hoo} clinical-t.rack associat.e professor and
professor only.
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Educational Service Organization

An Organizational Proposal for the

Academic Health Center

In response to changing educational delivery systems and a need to be more efficient in
educational processes, it is proposed that the Academic Health Center establish an
Educational Service Organization (ESO). With the establishment of an ESO, the
development and implementation of new and innovative educational processes into the
health professions curricula will be facilitated. Equally important, the effectiveness of these
innovative educational processes will be tested through careful evaluation. Specifically,
establishment of the ESO will (1) affirm the Academic Health Center's commitment to
education as a real and valued commodity, (2) establish the Academic Health Center as a
nationally recognized test site for determining the effectiveness of newly developed
instructional materials and methods, and (3) meet the following educational functions and
goals/objectives:

• Facilitate the evaluation of the effectiveness of new educational methodologies as they
are introduced into the curriculum

• Provide a faculty development center focused on educ.flt~nalneeds related to

Improvement of lecturing skills
Facilitation of small group interactions

Improvement of mentoring capabilities

Determination of optimal learning domains (instructional methodology)

Test formulation

• Establish an environment within which curricular innovations by faculty would be
encouraged and facilitated. Critical features of this environment include:

- Unrestricted access to professional and technical support for instructional
development
Unrestricted access to state-of-the-art computer hardware and software for
instructional development

- Faculty recognitio'u 'and reward for educational efforts

• Encourage the development of interdisciplinmy and intercollegiate programs

Encourage and support the incorporation of community-based faculty into the
educational process and curricular development
Facility development of interdisciplinary, curricula within the various ARC schools

- Support the development of interdisciplinary and intercollegiate curricular offerings
in the Rural Health School

• Facilitate distribution, and implementation of educational products and media developed
by faculty
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Backa:round

The Academic Health Center (ARC) is comprised of 7 Academic Divisions: College of
Pharmacy; College of Veterinary Medicine; School of Dentistry; School of Medicine
(Duluth); Medical School (Minneapolis); School of Nursing; and the School of Public
Health. These seven divisions, representing a variety of disciplines, are responsible for the
educational processes whereby health'care students become competent health care
practitioners. The ARC is obligated to conduct those educational processes in an effective,
efficient manner.

The recent explosion of educational technology, matched only by enormous changes in
educational delivery systems, has not gone unnoticed by the ARC. Anyone associated
with educational processes in recent years is cognizant of the fact that both technological
and experiential learning processes are changing, and changing rapidly. Part of this change
is due to technological advances that permit different delivery systems of information.
Clearly, the use of electronic media, computer-based instruction (CAI), teleconferencing,
etc. has occurred as a result of these technological advarices. Other changes in learning
processes are perhaps more subtle and experiential and relate to a variety of environmental
arrangements that can enhance the educational process. In recent years, for example, there
has been an emergence of new or previously seldom-used methodologies in the educational
arena involving such things as small group learning, self-instruction, dialogue, debate,
problem-based learning, team approaches to solving specific issues or problems, distance
education, and the use of the Web as a teaching tool. While in many situations the
traditional lecture format is still appropriate for large and small groups, more and more
frequently alternative approaches are being recognized as-equally (perhaps, in many cases,
more) effective than the traditional lecture approach. These and other novel approaches to
teaching and learning have proven to be very effective in appropriate situations and as a
result are beginning to permeate curricula as viable, indeed, preferable approaches, to more
traditional educational processes. .

The ARC of the University of Minnesota has been in the forefront of efforts to be one of
the nation's premier training institutions in the Health Sciences. There are numerous
examples across the schools of the ARC that demonstrate a variety of new and innovative
educational approaches which use both new technological ,opportunities and alternative
experiential processes. These methods, separately or in combination, have been recognized
for their effectiveness. A partial list of innovative educational approaches that have
emerged from the ARC includes:

• RPAP: University of Minnesota School of Medicine's Rural Physicians Associate
Program (RPAP), now in existence more than twenty-five years, has been hailed
nationally as a model educational program in medicine

• Family Practice Preceptorship Program at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, School
of Medicine was the recipient of the National Rural Health Association's
Outstanding Educational Program In Rural Health Education in 1990.

• Development of computer-aided instruction (CAD has been supported by a variety of
grant programs (MinneMac awards; Health Sciences Learning Resources Center
Computer awards; Herz Teaching awards; etc.). Some examples of how CAl has
been utilized in the ARC were demonstrated at the Multimedia Technology Fair held
October 24, 1996 in the BioMedical Library, DieW Hall. (A copy of the
demonstrations given at the Technology Fair is attached; these demonstrations
represented just a small sample of the innovative CAl activities currently undeIWay
in the ARC).



• Distance Education tools are being utilized in the new Rural Health School initiative; to
facilitate communication among members of the ARC Multimedia Interest Group
(MMIG) in Duluth and Minneapolis/St. Paul; in the Nursing School; and in many
clinical settings. To illustrate the need for distance education creativity within the
ARC it should be noted that there are now pharmacy fellows participating in
extended, remote-site training programs emphasizing rural health care delivery and
nursing students and graduate level nurse practitioners are spending greater periods
of their training at "off-site" locations. Some physician assistant training involves
extended periods in rural areas, following the Rural Physicians Associate Program
model. With the movement from hospital and University-based education has come
the necessity to improve the instruction and evaluation of student learning in ways
that were unheard of only a fewyears ago. Documentation and communication with
students and preceptors in decentralized training sites will be one key to continuing
and improving the quality of education in the Academic Health Center. These
remote-site clinical experiences of students within the Academic Health Center
create logistic challenges in monitoring student educational experiences for school
based faculty.

• Small Group Learning is being utilized extensively in the School of Nursing; in various
laboratory settings; in problem-based learning (PBL); and in other situations as
well. A significant number of faculty have expressed a desire to move to small
group learning and other alternative teaching methods but don't know how to do it
effectively.

These creative eductional endeavors have been instrumeriiihn establishing the ARC as a
leader in innovative learning technologies. However, as a means of ensuring that the ARC
remains a player at the forefront of health professions education, several issues need to be
addressed:

1. Funding of educational initiatives.

2. Staff support for faculty initiatives in the development and implementation
of new and innovative educational methods.

3 . Evaluation of new educational processes as they are implemented.

4. Rewards for faculty who contribute to the development of cutting edge
educational processes.

The establishment of an Educational Service Organization will address the issues
listed above, as well as the ~ducationalfunctions and goals/objectives of the ARC listed on
the first page of this proposal.



Proposal

It is proposed that the ARC establish an Educational Service Organization to meet
the goals and objectives identified on the first page of this proposal.

Structural Or2anization

The following document outlines a viable organizational structure that would encourage,
facilitate, and enhance the development and delivery of new and sophisticated educational
methods by faculty in the Academic Health Center and lead to more efficient learning by
students within the various schools associated with the Academic Health Center.

The umbrella organizational unit would be the Educational Service Or2anization
(ESO). As indicated in Figure 1, the ESO would have a Director who would report to the
Vice Provost for Education of the ARC. The Director would oversee and be responsible
for the functioning of four ESO subdivisions (units). The anticipated duties of the Director
are listed further on in the proposal. Each subdivision of the ESO would have a primary
area of responsibility to the overall function of the ESO, but each subdivision would also
have interactive relationships with each of the other subdivisions. The ESO and its
subdivisions would, collectively, be considered a service organization and its services, as
such, would be available to faculty in all schools of the ARC. These subdivisions would
provide the necessary support to accomplish the goals and objectives outlined on the first
page of this proposal.

The supporting subdivisions of the ESO are the:

• Educational Evaluation and Outcomes Unit which would be responsible for helping
faculty to determine how effective and appropriate a new approach to teaching might be
and for measuring the effectiveness of new approaches following their implementation.

• Learning Domains Unit which would encourage faculty to be flexible in their
educational approaches to teaching by assisting them in learning how to utilize a variety
of teaching methodologies (small group learning; PBL; large lecture format; computer
aided instruction; self-instruction; etc.).

• Electronic Education and Development Unit which would be responsible for
encouraging and facilitating the development and utilization of electronic media for
educational purposes.

• Interdisciplinary Education Unit which would be responsible for encouraging
interdisciplinary and iritercollegiate approaches to education within and between the
schools of the ARC. An example of the latter is the recently established Rural Health
School.

An advisory committee consisting of 2 faculty chosen from each of the 7 academic units
(14 total members total) would be advisory to the director and assist the director in carrying
out his/her responsibilities.

As indicated in Figure 1 the Educational Evaluation Unit is a key component within the
entire structure of the ESO. Evaluation will be a critical component of everything that is
done to improve the educational thrust of the AHC. Likewise, the endeavors being
supported by anyone unit can and must be supported where necessary by the other units.



Functional Oq:anization

Critical to the success of the ESO is (1) the staffing of the various subdivisions with skilled
technicians and professionals appropriate to proper subdivision functioning, and (2)
removing impediments that would discourage faculty from seeking help from those
technicians and professional staff members. Thus, faculty should be able to talk with
evaluation specialists withinthe Education Evaluation Unit without worrying about what
their time is going to cost them. Similarly, faculty should be able to consult specialists with
expertise in alternative teaching methods in the Learning Domains Unit without wondering
how they are going to pay for their time or advice. Staff within the Interdisciplinary
Education Unit should be experienced in getting faculty in diverse disciplines to
communicate with one another and encourage faculty to develop educational products or
modules that cross departmental (interdisciplinary) and school (intercollegiate) lines to
deliver comprehensive educational products efficiently and effectively. The Electronic
Education and Development Support Unit should provide and maintain for the faculty a
sophisticated computer workstation facility with state-of-the-art hardware and software for
the development of multimedia and other computer-assisted instructional (CAl) projects.
Educational computer programmers and media resources producers (graphic design artists,
etc.) are essential to the efficient functioning of this subdivision, and again, availability of
technical expertise and access to the computer workstations should be independent of the
financial resources of any individual faculty member.

The number of individuals necessary to effectively staff each of the subdivisions is
uncertain and will require some monitoring of demand/need to see what is most efficient.
Where the various subdivisions will be based is unclear,valthough it is anticipated that one
of the four subdivisions, i.e., the Electronic Education and Development Support Unit
would be based at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, School of Medicine Aimed at
servong the needs of the AHC, this subdivision of the ESO will be ideally positioned to
build upon the pioneering and nationally, if not internationally, recognized multimedia
courseware authored by faculty at the Duluth School of Medicine, and integrate their
expertise with similar efforts from faculty throughout the rest of the ARC. Other
subdivisions could be located in any of the schools of the Academic Health Center.

Summary of the Essential Features of an Educational Service Or~anization

To be fully functional, and to greatly speed the development of new and innovative
instructional materials and courseware, the features of the Educational Service Organization
should ideally include, at a minimum:

1. Unrestricted access to professionals knowledgeable in the valid use of
educational tools and educational evaluation techniques.

2. Unrestricted access by faculty and staff to state-of-the-art computer
hardware and software and computer programming expertise.

3. Unrestricted access to technical staff to assist in the design, construction,
and implementation of innovative courseware and instructional methods.

Unrestricted access means, among other things, that the equipment and/or professional and
technical support will be available free of charge to faculty of the Academic Health Center.
Clearly one of the largest impediments to developing highly creative and innovative
instructional materials and methods is the lack of money available to purchase hardware,
software, and expertise (i.e., programmers, graphic artists, instructional design
professionals, and evaluation/validation professionals).



It is conceivable that the ESO could market its capabilities to schools, colleges, and
departments outside of the AHC but within the University of Minnesota system. Similarly,
possible sources of revenue might be through the marketing of the services of the ESO
outside the University. These possibilities need to be explored. It is also anticipated that
the Director and Associate Director will have, as part of their functions, significant fund
raising duties to help support the ESO.

Financial Considerations and Ramifications

A detailed budget is difficult to develop without a clear understanding of the minimum
number of individuals necessary to staff the four subdivisions. The establishment of the
Educational Service Organization will require both one-time start-up money and additional
continuing monies. The recurring monies will support the acquisition and maintenance of
hardware, software, and procurement and retention of the staff personnel necessary to
establish, maintain, and sustain the Educational Service Organization. The establishment of
Educational Service Organization will add sophistication and expertise to the educational
armamentarium of the faculty of the ARC by enabling and supporting the development of
technologically advanced courseware and educational methodologies in both the clinical and
basic sciences across the entire AHC and keep the AHC at the forefront of innovative health
professions education in the nation.

Funds for special projects should be available on a recuiring basis. It is anticipated that
these monies would be awarded on a competitive basis through a grant proposal
mechanism. The ESO advisory committee would playa major role in soliciting, reviewing,
and awarding these monies to particularly meritorious projects. The monies would be used
to hire additional personnel beyond what the ESO can provide, outsource projects or
project components to third parties as appropriate, or fund other special needs that may
arise as a project develops. It is hoped that approximately $ 200,000 could be made
available annually for special projects.

Personnel

The Director for the Educational Service Organization will be recruited nationally. This
individual should be either experienced in the development of multimedia health
professions educational materials or in the development/evaluation of large-scale or small
group professional education, to have a terminal degree in arelevant discipline (perhaps an
Ed.D. in Instructional DesignlDevelopment) and to exhibit the characteristics of a leader for
the University of Minnesota Academic Realth Center. It is possible, but not necessary, that
this individual be formally trained in one of the basic or clinical sciences; it is more likely
that their content expertise will be in higher education.

The specific duties of the Director should include, but not be limited to, the following:

1. Report to the Vice Provost for Education of the ARC.

2. Oversee and coordinate the activities and development of the four
subdivisions comprising the Educational Service Organization (ESO).

3 . Work with a staff advisory committee comprised of members from all
Schools of the ARC. Efforts to establish such a committee were in process
at the time David Garloff announced he was leaving.

4. Be based at least 50-75% time in Duluth.

5 . Provide a leadership role in developing a larger funding base than is
currently available to support individual and/or group educational projects.
This obviously would include significant grant writing efforts.
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6. Develop a sequence/priority list of faculty projects over an initial 3-year
period of time.

7. Work with staff of the Health Sciences Learning Resources Center and
Biomedical Graphic Communications Department to provide the necessary
support for the functions of the ESO.

8. Oversee the evaluation of educational initiatives: While the Director
would not be expected to be an evaluation expert, the Director should be
responsible for seeing that new educational initiatives are evaluated for their
effectiveness.

9. Attempt to coordinate and create an atmosphere of cooperation between and
among the various schools of the ARC in developing new educational tools.

Other personnel deemed necessary for the ESO can be broken down into those necessary
for the proper functioning of the various subdivisions, and may well be drawn in large part
from faculty, P & A, and staff from within the ARC:

Education Evaluation and Outcomes Unit

Staff affiliated with this unit would be responsible for measuring the effectiveness/validity
of instructional endeavors, both present and future. This subdivision would be
responsible, for example, for helping faculty determine whether a new approach to teaching
is as effective, more effective, or less effective than the previous approach utilized. Staff
support for this subdivision could include:

1. Evaluation Specialist(s) (2-3) will be needed to work with the ESO Director and staff to
evaluate, on both episodic and continuous bases, each major educational component as it
develops. They will also evaluate what is in place to some extent as they help determine
whether a new approach might be valid. These individuals will have a dual role with both
faculty and ARC students. With faculty, they would ideally be involved from the
beginning of each major educational project proposed by faculty of the Academic Health
Center in order to insure that appropriate evaluation and outcome measurements are
implemented to assess the educational validity, utility and high quality of teaching materials
developed. They will work with students in evaluating developed materials. Their role
will be substantial in the development and implementation of evaluation strategies that are
specifically tied to problems that may arise when all program elements are in place.

Learnin2 Domains Unit

This unit would be responsible for encouraging faculty to use the most appropriate learning
domains for their educational efforts. This includes the adoption and implementation of
alternative learning techniques (small group learning; PBL; computer-aided instruction;
self-instruction; etc.). Staff support for this subdivision would include:

1. Two or three individuals trained in these alternative learning styles and techniques.
These individuals would be available to faculty as consultants and be able to assist faculty
in adopting new and innovative teaching methods into their educational offerings.



Electronic Education and Development Unit

This unit would be responsible for encouraging and overseeing the development and
utilization of electronic media for educational purposes. Staff support for this subdivision
would include:

1. An Educational Computer Programmer who would work with faculty and other ESO
personnel to develop multimedia educational projects.

2. A Graphic Artist (Media Resources Producer) who will specialize in the development
of effective human interfaces and designs for the educational products developed by the
faculty.

Interdisciplinary Education Unit

The Interdisciplinary Education Unit would be responsible for encouraging
interdisciplinary approaches to education within single schools of the ARC as well as
across multiple schools of the AHC. An example of where the latter is occurring is the
recently established Rural Health School. Staff support for this subdivision would include:

1. Two or three individuals trained in facilitating the interaction of faculty with diverse
areas of expertise, attitudes, and opinions into a functioning educational unit. This will be
no simple task (as those who have been involved with the development of the Rural Health
School can attest).

Other Staffin2 Needs

An Electronics Technician. will be necessary to set up, develop and maintain equipment and
software used in the ESO. The efforts of this individual will not be restricted to working
on-site; rather, the Technician will work with Academic Health Center and community
faculty in remote communities to ensure that each project is "transportable'.' to remote sites
via telecommunications for electronic instruction. He/she will assist in the development of
documentation and instructional programs for students, be available to remote users for
telephone support (for both hardware and software problems) and assist in the provision of
training to students and faculty.

It is expected that the ESO staff will forge excellent working relationships with personnel in
all Academic Health Center schools at the University of Minnesota.

In addition to the technical and professional staff, the ESO will require secretarial support
and a budget for recurring S E & E items.
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MEMORANDUM

Box 501
420 Delaware Street S.£.
Minneapolis, MN 55455-0374

612-626-3700
Fax: 612-626-2111

Offices located at:
410 ChRc
426 Church Street S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455-0374

TO:

FROM:

All Academic Healt~ceter Faculty, Staff, and Students

Frank B. Cerra, M..
Provost for the Academic H alth Center

SUBJECT: Plans for Improving AHC Facilities:
Request for CommitteefTask Force Members

As we all well know, the Academic Health Center has serious space and facilities
problems. Demand for space far exceeds current capacity, and our facilities have serious
structural and functional deficiencies. Faculty, staff, and student frustration is very high,
there is intense competition within and between schools for space, and we have had to lease
considerable space off-campus at a cost of several million dollars annually.

Our ability to carry out our education, research and service missions depends on having
sufficient space to met programmatic needs and having space that is functional, cost
effective, well-maintained, and well-managed.

Over the past two years, there has been a concerted, faculty-driven effort to solve these
problems and matters on an individual school basis. While progress has been made, it has
become apparent that we cannot solve our facilities problems on an individual school basis.
It is in everyone's best interest that we take an AHC-wide approach and put together a
master plan that covers all AHC facilities.

We are establishing an AHC Space Coordinating Committee to draft a master plan and
recommend a better process for managing AHC facilities. The committee will have at least
three task forces: one to complete work on the Basic Sciences and Biomedical Engineering
Building project; one to plan a new building to replace the aging Jackson, Owre, Millard,
and Lyons complex; and one to develop a plan for improving AHC classrooms.

More complete information about the coordinating committee and task forces can be found
on the AHC homepage: www:ahc.umn.edu

We are seeking faculty, staff, students, and administrators to serve on the coordinating
committee and task forces. Ifyou are interested, please let me or Associate Provost Terry
Bock know. Terry's e-mail addressisbock@mailbox.mail.umn.edu. His phone number
is 626-6138. Thanks.



DEVELOPMENT OF A MASTER PLAN FOR AHC FACILITIES

Facilities are a critical resource for the faculty, staff and students of the Academic Health
Center. The AHC's ability to carry out its education, research and service missions
depends on having sufficient space to meet programmatic needs and having space that is
functional, cost-effective, well-maintained, and well-managed.

We face major facilities issues in the ARC. Demand for space far exceeds current
capacity, and ARC facilities have serious structural and functional deficiencies. User
frustration is very high, there is intense competition within and between schools for space,
and we have had to lease considerable space off-campus at a cost of several million dollars
annually.

The complexity of the situation facing the ARC is the result of many factors: the increasing
and changing programmatic needs of schools; the age of many ARC facilities; the large
backlog of deferred maintenance and upkeep of University facilities; the inadequacy of
current classrooms to meet current and future needs; the high cost of renovating old
buildings; the non-feasibility of renovating many existing ARC facilities for research
laboratories; the serious structural problems of the Jackson, Owre, Millard, and Lyons
complex and consequent need to replace it; the University's plans under RCM to charge for
space; the opening of the new Basic Sciences and Biomedical Engineering Building; and
the sale of the University Hospital facility and continued leasing of space to Fairview for
hospital and clinic operations.

Over the past two years, there has been a concerted, faculty-driven effort to solve these
problems and matters on an individual school basis. While some progress has been made,
it has become apparent that we cannot solve our facilities problems on an individual school
basis. It is in everyone's best interest that we take an ARC-wide approach and put together
a master plan that covers all AHC facilities. Following is a description of the process for
developing the master plan that will involve faculty, staff, students, and administrators.
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ARC SPACE COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Charge: Develop a new paradigm for facilities management in the ARC, including
recommendations for a new management process and a draft master plan for ARC
facilities. The committee shall establish task forces as necessary to assist in its work.
There will be three task forces initially: Phase II, New Building, and Classroom. The
committee shall serve as a resource to and provide overall coordination of the task forces;
consolidate recommendations; and forward recommendations, policy issues, and other
concerns to the Provost Office and Deans Council.

Committee Members: The new ARC Facilities Director will chair. Members will
include representatives from the Phase II, New Building, and Classroom task forces as
well as other ARC-wide representatives.

Facilities Mana2ement Paradi2m

Charge: Develop recommendations for a new management process for ARC facilities
and space.

1) Conduct an inventory of current assignments and use. Ensure development of an
automated database with the capacity for space planning, management, inventory,
and reporting.

2) Define roles, responsibilities, authorities and accountability for managing space in
the ARC.

3) Develop a process for defining space needs, evaluating space utilization, and
developing guidelines for the assignment and reassignment of space.

Until the Coordinating Committee has completed its work, decisions on space assignments
will be made by the dean of the appropriate school and the Provost, where necessary. The
decisions will be coordinated by the committee and its Phase II task force.

Principles:

The operating principles for this task force are:

1) All space is an ARC resource.

2) Once space is assigned to a college/school by the ARC, the dean is responsible for
assigning and managing the space.

3) The ARC will directly manage space used by interscholastic programs and
classrooms with interscholastic use.

4) The ARC facilities staff will be responsible for managing the facilities aspects of
space/buildings.

Timeline: The Coordinating Committee will serve as an interim structure until a new
facilities management process and master plan for ARC facilities are developed and
adopted. The timeline for the delivery of the proposed management process and master
plan is September 1, 1997.
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PHASE II TASK FORCE

Charge: Complete work on the Basic Sciences and Biomedical Engineering Building
(BSBE) project:

1. Complete feasibility studies of Mayo 5,6, and 7; MoosT 2, 3, 4, and 5; PWB 7;
and the northeast quadrant of Mayo for research, education, and faculty/staff
offices. The feasibility studies will be conducted by Rafferty Rafferty Tellefson
Architects.

2. Complete recommendations for space assignments for:

a. Research programs not accommodated in the new BSBE building. (Space
currently assigned in BSBE will not be reassigned.)

b. The genetics development initiative.
c. Potential needs related to the reorganization of the biologic sciences.
d. Research Animal Resources Program needs in Diehl Hall

3. Finish development of the BSBE facilities management plan.

Constraints:

Any remodeling in Phase IT for JOML must be considered temporary and of no more than
five years use. Space on Mayo 5,6, 7 may be considered either temporary or permanent
but may not be used for research laboratories. Mayo 5, 6, and 7 will become available to
the AHC over the next eighteen months or so, depending on the rapidity of its release by
Fairview for AHC use.

Task Force Membership:

Expand the current Phase IT task force to include representatives from all ARC schools
(Veterinary Medicine and Duluth are optional). David Hamilton, Ph.D., will continue as
chair.

Timeline: The Phase II task force should complete its work on recommendations for
space assignments by June 30, 1997. Decisions on space assignments will be finalized
by the dean of the appropriate school, or Provost where necessary. AHC Facilities
Management staff will then review and manage implementation of the plan, a process that
will take two to three years to complete and that will include a faculty/user advisory group
to provide input on design, renovation and the move. The move into BSBE, expected in
June 1997, will continue under the guidance of an advisory group and AHC Facilities staff.



NEW BUILDING TASK FORCE

Charge: To plan a new building to replace JOML including:

1. Develop the scope, programmatic needs and general design of the building.

2. Develop a plan for phased construction and move into the new building.

3. Help plan the build-out of the facility.

4. Help develop a financing plan for the facility.

Need:

The need for a new building to replace JOML, Mayo Auditorium, and possibly part of the
Mayo emanates from several considerations:

• Renovation of JOML to meet building code and program needs is as expensive as new
construction (maybe more).

• The School of Public Health needs to be consolidated into a single facility and made
whole.

• New specialized education facilities are essential.
• The reorganization of biologic sciences requires new, consolidated space to

accommodate undergraduate and graduate programs.
• Implementation of the AHC strategic plan requires new space for research and

education.

The need for a new building to replace JOML and Mayo Auditorium has been included in
the ARC's capital budget request, and the concept has been favorably received.

Task Force Membership: AHC-wide task force and representatives from the
biological sciences.

Timeline: Planning needs to be completed in order for the Governor and Legislature to
consider state funding for the project in 1998.



CLASSROOM TASK FORCE

Charge:

1. Perform a space, capacity, and use analysis of current classroom facilities.

2. Develop a plan for interim improvement of current classroom facilities.

3. Develop a plan for new classrooms.

4. Serve as a resource for the Phase IT and New Building task forces.

Timeline:

1. Complete initial work in time to be incorporated into the overall master plan for
ARC facilities, due September 1, 1997.

2. Continue as necessary to support the work of the Phase IT and New Building
task forces.
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

AHCFCC

Leo T, Furcht, M.D.
Vice Provost, Academic Health Center
Allen-Pardee Professor and Head

PIDP Document

Since I will be meeting with you Thursday, I plan to bring a revised version of the PIDP
document we discussed.

I have incorporated comments and suggestions which are shown in Bold and Capsi strike outs
are also indicated Could you please review for content, etc. and email me back any suggestions
or comments you may have. I would appreciate this in the next week if possible.

Regardingcomments in the minutes from your meeting where I presented this, these have been
addressed by changes in the document and the following:

• Regarding communication to faculty and staff, a piece was written by David Hamilton.
An email and letter will be drafted by Furcht to go to faculty describing this
process/program.

• Have removed associate deans from the PIDP council. Ideally, prior to announcing
requests for proposals the institution would indicate up front what resources were being
made available, in that way faculty could make a determination of whether there might be
sufficient likelihood that they would want to submit a proposal.

• Regarding administrative costs, there is no incremental administrative costs anticipated.

• No public comment on proposals would be made until proposals approved or not.

• Regarding PIDP council and the issue of "eminent people". This is an excellent point.
There is a plan for the Provost's office to set up a "council" or advisory group to assist the
AHC regarding education and research.

• Regarding membership on the PIDP councili this would be via faculty nominations with
selection by deans,

• Regarding the PI issue; the program director will be the PI.

LTF/jk
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AHC Faculty Promotions and Tenure

How did faculty promotion and tenure decisions in the Academic Health Center fare in this year of
change? Over this past month, AHC-FCC members have received a number of questions about the
process and outcomes of faculty promotions and tenure in the AHC. At the request of AHC-FCC,
Provost Cerra provided an advance copy of the report of recommendations for promotion that will be
presented at the May 8 meeting of the Board of Regents. That report is available as a public document.
You can request it from the Provost's office (call 6-3700). I will summarize some of the information in
that document in the form of questions and answers.

Q. What was the promotion process? Why did some AHC faculty files go through an
AHC P&T Committee and others were approved/disapproved at the school or
college level?

A. Recommendations for promotion and/or tenure in four of the AHC colleges/schools (Nursing,
Pharmacy, Public Health, UMD School of Medicine) must be reviewed by the AHC P&T
Committee because the school or college is considered to be the 'academic unit'; whereas, each
department in the Medical School, Veterinary Medicine, and Dentistry, is considered to be the
academic unit. Decisions recommended by the Deans in the Twin Cities Medical School,
Veterinary Medicine, and the Dentistry do not undergo review by the AHC P&T committee.

Q. Who was on the 1996-97 AHC P&T Committee and by whom were they
appointed?

A. Each of the constituent schools/colleges of the AHC had a representative on the committee. The
AHC Provost, in consultation with the Dean of each school/college, appointed them. The
members this year were:

Karlind T. Moller, Ph.D., Professor, School of Dentistry -- Chair
Robert Goodale, M.D., Professor, Medical School
Arthur G. Johnson, M.D., UMD School of Medicine
Robert Kane, M.D., Professor, School of Public Health
Michael P. Murtaugh, Ph.D., Professor, College of Vetinemary Medicine
John Rotschafer, Pharm.D., Professor, College of Pharmacy
A. Marilyn Sime, Ph.D., Professor, School of Nursing

Q. What is the process after the faculty files are evaluated by either the AHC P&T
Committee or at the schooVcollege level?

A. The files for all AHC faculty reviewed for promotion and/or tenure are forwarded to the Provost for
Health Sciences. The Provost reviews each file in depth and, this year, made recommendations to
the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs (Marvin Marshak). Following a review by
Academic Affairs, including a separate review by the Dean of the Graduate School, a list of faculty
recommended for promotion and/or tenure is forwarded to the Board of Regents for their approval.
Final approval rests with the Board of Regents.

The report (from which I am quoting in this Q & A) will be presented to the Board of Regents on
May 8 and 9, 1997, at their regularly scheduled meeting. Promotions and/or tenure will become
effective with the beginning terms of appointment in 1997-98.

Q. How many faculty files were reviewed by each schooVcollege? Of the total
number of faculty proposed for promotion and/or tenure, how many were
approved by each schooVcollege? How did the approval rates at the
school/college level compare to the approval rate by the AHC P&T Committee?



A. The ARC-FCC members specifically asked Provost Cerra these questions. He consulted with
Professor Ed Fogelman, chair of the Senate Committee on Judicial Affairs. They agreed that such
information could not be provided at this time because the decision of the Regep.ts is not yet final (at
the time this column goes to press). Also, because of small numbers within each school/college, it
might be impossible to guarantee the confidentiality of individuals. The ARC-FCC will try to
provide this information in the future and in such a way that individuals cannot be identified.

Q. Of the total number of AHC faculty files reviewed by the Provost, how many were
approved and recommended for promotion and/or tenure?

A. Across all of the six AHC schools/colleges, a total of 59 faculty were considered for promotion
and/or tenure at the Provost's level. 58 of the 59 were recommended by the Provost for approval.
The one faculty file not approved was for promotion from associate professor to full professor and
did not involve a consideration of tenure.

Q. Of the 58 faculty recommended for approval, what was the breakdown by AHC
colleges/schools?

A. Of the 58 faculty, the number of faculty recommended for promotion and/or tenure by the ARC
Provost were: Dentistry (1), Nursing (2), Pharmacy (5), Public Health (4), Veterinary Medicine
(2), Duluth School of Medicine (1), and TC Medical School (43).

Q. How does the approval rate for all AHC faculty compare to the approval rates of
faculty in the other provostial and chancellor units?

A. The ARC approval rate was 98% (58/59 files) compared to 85% (39/46 files) in Arts, Sciences, &
Engineering, 89% (32./36 files) in Professional Studies, and 100% in each of the chancellor units of
Crookston (3/3 files), Morris (7/7 files), and Duluth (9/9 files). These 148 faculty files were
recommended to the Board of Regents for promotion and/or tenure.

Q. What was the total number of faculty members recommended for tenure and/or
promotion throughout the University. What was the breakdown by gender and
race/ethnic origin?

A. A total of 160 faculty files were approved by Deans of all colleges throughout the University. Of
these 160 files, 148 were eventually recommended by the Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs to the Board of Regents for promotion and/or tenure this year. (Thus the approval rate at
the University level was 92.5% (148/160).

Of these 160,2 (2 males; 0 females) were for tenure only, 65 (42 males; 23 females) were for
tenure and promotion, 81 (58 males;23 females) were for promotion, 6 were for continuation in
rank (which usually means that the promotion from associate to full professor was denied) and 6
were for non reappointment (which usually means that assistant professors were denied promotion
to associate professor). The non approvals did not have a gender breakdown in the table provided.

Of the 160 files reviewed, 23 were of faculty of color. Of those 23, 20 (87%) were recommended
for promotion and/or tenure and 3 were recommended for non-reappointment.

Judith Garrard, Chair
ARC-Faculty Consultative Committee
and
Professor, School of Public Health

May 1, 1997
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Members ofthe~Aemic Health Center Faculty Assembly

Frank B. Cerra
Provost for the Aca emic Health Center

Task Force Reports
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Offices located at:
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426 Church Street S.E.
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Enclosed are executive summaries of reports of three Academic Health Center task forces:

• Programs and Inter-disciplinary Programs Task Force

• Research Support Services Task Force

• Educational Service Organization Task Force

Complete copies of the reports are available from my office and will be available early next
week on the ARC home page at http://www.ahc.umn

enclosures



PROGRAMS AND INTER-DISCIPLINARY
PROGRAMS

(PIDP)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(draft - 5-27-97)

Numerous Centers, Institutes and Programs exist within the Academic Health Center and

serve vital roles in advancing the educational, research, and service missions of the

institution. The mechanisms for creating, supporting and reviewing these efforts are not

optimal, however. While the AHC includes some of the best researchers, educators and

clinicians in their fields, the current syste~ of developing inter-disciplinary programs

inhibits them from using their talents to their fullest potential.

The current system creates incentives for unit managers to protect the interests of their own

units, sometimes at the expense of the interests of the ARC as a whole. Dealing with

administrative barriers, in the form of repeatedly negotiating for resources from associated

units, takes much of the program director's time. In addition, no methodology exists to

bring either financial or operational data together effectively. The significant obstacles

encountered by developers of inter-disciplinary programs cause faculty and staff to look

primarily within their immediate units when attempting to contribute to the goals of the

ARC and the University. This reduces the frequency of collaboration between leading

edge researchers and educators solely because they work on different sides of

collegiatelbusiness unit boundaries.

Currently, programs are developed with the following characteristics:

• Initiation is ad hoc

• The development process differs for each program initiated, i.e., there is no systematic

process

• There is no fair, open and systematic process for acquisition of resources or for

review of performance after initiation of a program

• Current programs are dependent on the continued support of the "parental" units

• The negotiation processes required, due to the lack of a systematic process, creates

additional demands of time on faculty and administrators to assure resource

availability; and this increases- uncertainty that affects program management



• Strategic plans mayor may not exist or they may be loosely constructed, and there is

little formal review of program performance to determine if there is progress towards

the strategic plan

• Programs mayor may not be consistent with larger ARC or school goals
,

• There is a marked absence of financial and other evaluative data specific to program

activities

• No defined mechanism exists for ending programs that are no longer meeting their

goals and objectives nor those of the school or college and ARC

• There are few institutional incentives for interdisciplinary programs despite their

importance

These problems can be addressed by

• creating the capacity to support progt;ams based on objective criteria of quality and

merit

• giving eachfaculty member an equal opportunity to pursue their own ideas and seek

new resources

• creating the capacity for faculty to pursue new ideas that have a high potential for

achieving the strategic goals of the faculty, the Schools and the ARC

• removing barriers that limit interactions among faculty

• formalizing agreements regarding funding, responsibility, accountability and faculty

participation in programs

• providing a mechanism for more rapid development of programs and provision of

resources by the administration to support new faculty driven opportunities in

education, research, clinical activities or service

• establishing a mechanism for evaluating and phasing out programs that no longer meet

quality or other performance objectives and/or strategic goals criteria, thereby allowing

efficient reallocation of limited resources, and

• establishing a mechanism that insures that decision making functions of faculty and

adininistrators are accompanied by authority and accountability with cyclical

performance reviews.

It is important that the ARC and its colleges and schools foster and support the

development of interdisciplinary programs, programs that represent cutting edge efforts in

education and in basic and clinical research. One critical aspect is that they bring together

faculty with diverse expertise. At the same time, there can be great value to the faculty and



the institution in fostering and supporting high quality programs that may not necessarily be

broadly interdisciplinary.

A clearly articulated process for review and approval of new program proposals will

provide for the application of objective, scholarly, scientific and ARC, school or college

programmatic criteria, with appropriate peer review input from both faculty and

administrators.

This process should include program initiation (the pre-proposal process), review by PIDP

panels and a PIDP Council, and approval of full program proposals that can be submitted

for twice yearly deadlines following review and approval of preproposals. Full proposals,

submitted for twice yearly deadlines following review and approval of pre-proposals, will

be reviewed either at the ARC or School levels. Faculty will participate directly in PIDPs

through memberships and joint appointments, governance, administration, funds flow, and

program performance and oversight.



Research Support Services Task Force

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(draft 6-5-97)

In September 1996, Academic Health Center Frank Cerra created the Research Support
Service Task Force to examine the process of applying for, receiving, and reporting on
industry-sponsored research. The objectives were to enhance the ability of faculty to
market their research capabilities and improving compliance with government regulations.

The task force found

• there are no time performance demands placed on any area, committee or office
involved in overall internal processes of grant submission and approval.

• there is much "down" time, when a grant or contract just "sits" in an office or
committee.

• there is little regard for how the efforts of each office or committee might make the
process more user friendly for faculty and sponsors.

• there has been little attention to "parallel processing", where multiple internal approvals
could be completed simultaneously--thereby reducing the time it takes to complete a
review.

More specific task force findings dealt with 1) the Conflict Review Committee, 2)principal
investigator responsibility, 3) subjects protection programs-human subjects, 4) ORTTA
patents and technology marketing, 5) ORTTA sponsored research programs,
6) coordination of clinical trials review processes, 7) the General Clinical Research Center,
8) monitoring compliance with research regulations.

One of the critical observations made by the task force is a pervasive lack of performance
criteria for almost every component of a research contract, including submission, approval
and execution of the research. Task force members were struck by that fact that there is
little or no regard for the value of time.

Overall, the task force recommended the following actions:

• Establish very rigorous performance criteria for each office, unit, or
committee that is involved in initiation, approval, performance, and
closing of research projects sponsored by outside corporations. Assume
that professionals in these offices have the authority they need and hold them
accountable. There is a need to adopt more of a service mentality on the part of the
staff.

• Establish a parallel review and approval process for all internal
approvals. In negotiations, no 24-hour period should expire without the appropriate
university official contacting both the corporation's representative and the university
faculty member. It is the expressed goal of the task force to have the internal process



cOIJ?pleted in 10 working days without sacrificing the current highly quality of the
reVIew.

• Establish a process in which an activity sheet will be placed on the front
of each contract or grant that tracks time in' and time out with a uniform
office stamp. Professionals Inthe office would initial the grant as it moves along.
This would establish a log of all 'actions and time taken to accomplish the work. Once
this became routine, it would not be intrusive.

The task force also offered specific recommendations to address the issues that emerged
from the principal findings:

• Disband the Conflict Review Committee and establish a new AHC committee,
the Conflict Review and Management Committee, to review conflict of interest issues.

• Establish a Research Support Services Office and director reporting to the
provost to provide research support to investigators seeking assistance with industry-
sponsored research. .

• Establish a Business Development Office within the RSSO to identify
technology and services that could be protected by licensing, patents, or trademarks, to
advise faculty about intellectual property, to market faculty research and services, and
to establish a Technology Research Pool to invest in promising projects.

• Enhance performance of subjects protection programs--human subjects
review process to provide sufficient staff to train, consult and provide information
services to the research community on an on-going basis, to use video-conferencing, e
mail, courier and fax services to improve the IRB review process, and to establish a
web site to post IRB results.

• Improve and expedite contract review and negotiation by allowing the AHC
to have an on-site representative from the Sponsored Projects Administration and by
developing a standard AHC/SPA research agreement for industry-sponsored research.

• Establish a Clinical Trials Coordinating Center to coordinate all clinical trials
efforts in humans and animals.

• Provide support for regulatory compliance monitoring and to expand
educational opportunities and information about good scientific practices.

The task force's work indicates that any plan to help faculty be more competitive in
attracting industry-sponsored research much include the seamless coordination of all
institutional and regulatory policies, procedures and approvals that affect corporate
research. The plan must also include more responsive administrative, oversight, approval,
and compliance monitoring services throughout the Academic Health Center.
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Educational Service Organization (ESO)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

" (draft - 6-4-97)

An Educational Service Organization (ESO) should be established by the Academic Health

Center to facilitate development, implementation, and oversight of new and innovative

educatonal processes in the health professions curriculum. The proposed ESO will

reafftrm the ARC's commitment to education as a real and valued commodity and establish

the ARC as a nationally recognized test site for determining the effectiveness of newly

developed instructional materials and methods.

The enormous changes in educational delivery systems and explosion of educational

technology gives the ARC the opportunity to be a leader in the use of educational methods

such as small group learning,. self-instruction, dialogue, debate, problem-based learning,

and team approaches, and in the use of electronic media such as computer-based instruction

(CAl), teleconferencing, and the Web as a teaching tool. The proposed ESO will be

designed to enhance and integrate these methods and media.

Key goals and objectives are to:

• facilitate the evaluation of the effectiveness of new educational methodologies as they are

introduced into the curriculum

• provide a faculty development center focused on educational needs .

• Establish an environment within which curricular innovations by faculty would be

encouraged and facilitated

• Encourage the development of interdisciplinaty and intercollegiate programs

• Facilitate distribution and implementation of educational products and media developed by

faculty

The proposed ESO will be an umbrella organization whose services will be available free of

charge to all faculty in the ARC. Its director will be responsible for four proposed ESO

subdivisions:



- Educational Evaluation and Outcomes Unit, which will be responsible for helping faculty

to determine how effective and appropriate a new approach to teaching might be and for

measuring the effectiveness of new approaches following their implementation.

- Learning Domains Unit, which will encourage faculty to be flexible in their educational

approaches to teaching by assisting them in learning how to utilize a variety of teaching

methodologies.

-Electronic Education and Development Unit, which will be responsible for encouraging

and facilitating the development and utilization of electronic media for educational

purposes..

- Interdisciplimuy Education Unit, which will be responsible for encouraging

interdisciplinary and intercollegiate approaches to education within and between the schools

of the ARC.

The ESO administrative structure and operations will be designed to encourage faculty

throughout the ARC to participate and interact with professionals, technicians,

programmers, and graphic artists within and among the four ESO subdivisions. Guidance

will be provided by an ESO advisory committee consisting of two faculty representing each

of the seven academic units. The committee will assist the ESO Director in carrying out

his/her responsibilties and assist in establishing performance benchmarks.

The ESO will require both one-time start-up money and additional continuing monies. The

ESO may elect to market its capabilities to schools, colleges, and departments outside the

AHC but within the University of Minnesota system. In addition, external funding

opportunities will be pursued by the ESO, with guidance from its advisory board, to

supplement ESO special project monies to be awarded on a competitive basis.


